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TALK.

Poor hay weather.
Campaign hats are raging.
Read the new ad. of A. S. Shaw & Co.
Mrs. Amanda Fiske of Auburn, was in
town o,•er Sunday.
l\li-. A. M. Austin of Portland,
,.,..as in
town the first of the "·eek.
0. M. Richardson ha:s :-;old his sail boat
to L. B. Sears.
. ~i_ss Lena Johnson of Auburn, ha!-lheen
ns1tmg her cousin, Mrs. H. J. DeShon,
for a few days.
Mrs. A. S. Shaw and Miss Fannie Richard!ion have gone to Portland and the islands for a few week's recreation.

Base Ball.
Marrieo.Men14, Single Men 11.

The second game of ba~c ball between
the married and single men was played
on the trotting park grounds last Thursday, before a large crowd of people and
resulted as before in a ,·ictorv for the married men by the score of I 4 • to 11. Both
nines had been in constant practice for
the e,·ent. The ~ingle men were ~tn.::ngthened by Bisbee of the Ara Cushman nine
The editor is in receipt of the earliest of Auburn. and the married men by Bean
green corn of the season, sent up by Mr.
of Auburn,
and \Vaite of this place
"'m. Knight of Livermore.
:\I:tny people thought the single men had
The married men of Canton will play a
game of base ball at Buckfield next Fri- the best team, and those who did not,
wanted them to beat, thus making a tie,
day with the married men of tb;,i.t place.
Mr. R. A. Car\'er and wife were in which w0l1ld give them a chance to see a
third
game played, hut they were doomed
town Saturday and Sunday.
l\Irs. Carver will remain and visit lier friends for to disa ppointmcnt.
The game coma few ,Teeks.
menced at z. 15 with E. Gardner of Buckl\.Ir. D.unham, a ~tudent at Cambridge field as umpire.
In the first inning both
Univers1ty 1 and Miss Lucy AtH.lr~w~ ot' nines were "chocked."
In the second the
Paris, have been visiting at D. Brndfon.rt:
married men a~sumed the lead and there
this week.
•
Mr. Langley B. Sears and hrothcr of the_v remained until the 8th \vhen by good
Brookline, !\lass., are spending their sum- batting the single men ~cored 3 nuu: 1 the
mer vacation in Canton.
They board at scor" then standing 11 to IO at the beginJohn l•"'oye·s.
ing of the 9th.
\Vm. Libby will sell at auction on
The exdlement now was immense. The
Thusday, Aug. 16th, 1 P. M., at the farm
owned by the late Tristram Libby, a lot married men at the bat wid1 fire in thei1·
of personal property belonging to the es- eye, and the single men took the field
tate.
with a look of determination.
"Striker
A .special train will run on Sunday, up!" shouted the umpire.
Bicknell walk~ug. uth, to the Universalist grO\·e meet- ed to the plate, with a determination
to
mg at Meckrn1c Falls, leaving Canton at
9.00 A. M.
Round trip from Canton, 60 "do or die." Ile struck a beantv on which
cts.
he took first. Bean struck at the first ball
The Democratic
Countv Coll\ ention pitched, to short ~top who fielded the ball
will be held at Paris on \Yednesday, Aug. to 2nd thus forcing Bicknall out, he him15th, at IO A. M. Hon. \V. L. ·Putm:ln self taking firRt. Stole second, and scored
• and lfon. Charle~ E. Allen are expected
to addre!is the convention in the afternoon. on Andrew~ hit to the field. The score
Excitement was now a
. M!ss F~ora ~litchell formerly a compo::-- was now a tie.
The married men $C0re 3
1tor u1 this ofhcc and the Democrat office fever heat.
at Paris, went to Lewiston Satt11·dar, more nms and then returned to the field
where she ha::. a good situation in the G:l- for tht: last time. The sing:e men now
zette oflicc.
took their turn at the bat.
"Tl;eir rat\Vhile Mr. E. A. Bradford and ::-h,,ter tled l" ~houted an old man in the judge's
Em_ily, w~re riding-. last Thursday e\·ening,
the.1r carnage c~lhded a standing team. ~tand, and sure enough they were as the
which re~ulted rn throwing !\Iiss Brad- married men quickly disposed of them in
ford from the carriage and breaking her one, two, three order, and the most excitarm.
ing game of ball eYer played in Canton,
The match betwee.n the married men was at an end.
and single men of Canton, on the diaThe married women fairly yelled themmond, has created more excitement in
boys turned somersaults;
base ball circles than has been known for selves.hoarse;
years. Ollr reporter h:t~ presented the young men swung their hats, and the
particulars of the game in full elF-ewhere. married men grasped each other's hand as
A ba~e ball game at Li\•ermore, Satur- much as to say "we got there."
day, between the Livermore Reserves and
After the game Otis Richardson preCantons, resulted in favor of the Rcsen·e..;,
by a .-.core of 19 to 4. \Val!ace Stevens of sented each of the married men with an
Canton was hurt quite badly during the elegant button hole bouquet. Ther vfere
game.
made large so a,; lo be seen easily in the
Thompson's Band ..nd Hodge Post, G. da1·k. It i.'1.~trongly hinted that the girls
A. R. will hold their annual picnic at ·who made the other bouquets were obliged
Lake Anasagunticook
grove Saturda r,
Aug. 11th. All are invited. Lea\·e Carl- to carry them home unused.
The follo,ving is the full score:ton 9.10 A. M. and return at 4.20 P. M. or
on regular passenger train.
MARRIED ME~.
The Getchell mill at Berry's Mills, Carthage, was def.troyod by fire on Saturday
Aug. 4th, with all of its machinery.
A
large lot of lumber piled but a few rods
from the mill was S;,,ved. The cause of
fire is said to have been a hot box.
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John A. Madden of Bath, who was the
a o o o
:;econd appointet! as postal clerk on the
Rumford Falls & Buckfield railro!ld, came
Totals ................
+3 14 r3 'J 27 xS 14
to Canton Friday, examined the route,
SI~GLE
MEX.
and deciding that the position and pay
1111 TR
PO
were not satisfactory to him, returned StC\'CllS, C ..............
6
2
Saturday and declined.
~wctt, p.... , ..... ••··· .. ,i:; o
Bisbee, rti.........
•· •... 5
; ~
j
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The Middlesex Camping Club of Mal- Bonney, :Jb..............
;
2
4
den, :\fass., ha Ye ardved at their camp at
Worthley Pond, East Peru.
The club is
~ ~ ~ ;
composed as follows: \Vm. T. II ill, Pres;
~
~
~ ~
S o
C. C. Garey, V. Pres.; Florence M. Ellis, Rn·ton, rf ................
Treas.; Annie l\L 1-hll. Sec , Emma G.
Total.................
4+ 11 1~ 1 2
21
2S
7 7
Ellis, Clinton E. Child, Mrs. \Vm. T.
Score by J nning:-.
Hill, Charles \V. Hill, Lawrence F. llill,
123456789
l\lai·y E. Hill, Ollie A. Ellis, Mrs. W. B.
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~ t=;i
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Umpire, E. Gardner,

i

of Buckfield.

o'clock, stating to the family that she
should return early. \Vhen time went
along and she did not return, the family's
Ruspicions were aroused and they began
to search for her. The hou1· when the
searching began was 10 o"clock,
l\Ir.
Thompson, after calling on several, went
to Stage d,·iver ,vm Farnham's
stopping
place and he readily accompanied them·in
the search. \Vhen they reached the place
where the big raft ,nu; at the bathing
grounds they found a hat, and continuing
their St!~trchstill further by boat found the
body of the young lady off !,,hore from the
raft 35 feet or more in about six feet of water. The body \\as in nearly an upright
position in the water, being i...lightly bending forward.
1\lr. Piper, the box factory
man, telegraphed to Ilon. Geo. C. \Ving
of Auburn, for :t coroner. The answer
came back that no coroner would be up
'till morning.
The next move ,rns to
summon \Y. F. Fuller, justice of the peace,
and Dr. Adams. \Vith these men accompanied by Mr. Farnham and one or two
others, the boat was rowed out to the
spot and the girl pulled into the boat by
Farnham.
The crew in the boat then
went on shore and the body of the young
lady was carried to the boarding house.
O. A. Barker and Eugene Mor~c took a
team and started for Farmington directly
after changing horf-eS at \Vilton, and upon
reaching Farmington sent a messenger to
New Vineyard to inform the girl's parents.
During the day, Sunday, the bed-room
of the young lady was searched, and between the mattresi,: :md a foather-bed a letter was found. The letter was scaled. In
was directed to P. II. Kilbreth, Brettun's
Mill~. In the letter she does not blame
the one to whom the letter is addressed,
in the least.
Disappointment
in a love
affair is supposed to have been the cause
of the rash act.-Jounzal.

AT LAKEANASAGUNT!COOK.
Early Sunday morning the weather was
\·cry warm and threatened to be showery.
This probably kept many at home, but
later in the forenoon a good breeze .came
up from the west and it pro,·ed to be a
,·ery fine day. Supt. Lincoln sars: \Ve
hauled to the grove eighteen lo:.ided cars
of people and I should think as many
more came in with teams; I think from
fifteen to eighteen hundred people were
in attendance.''
Anasagunticook
Lake
gl'Ove is one of the most beautiful places
in Maine. It is loca.ted at the southern
shore of the lake with a nice beach and
the ,vater is clear as crystal, the surrounding vie,vs nre grand.
Much labor has
been done to make the grove :i.ttractive
and comfortable.
The grand stand was
beautifully decorated, Sunday, with red,
white and blue bunting, evergreens and
flowers; in the front nnd centt:r was
the word "Welcome."
The order of exercises in the forenoon
·were: Opening; singing by a choir composed of members of choirs from Canton,
Mechanic Falls and others; opening prayer by Re\'. I. J. l\Icadc; singing b_y Canton choir i sermon by Re\·. \V. \V. llooper from the ,\·ords, "Now we see through
a glass darkly,but then shall we see face to
face;', singing b_vthe choi1·; remarks and
benediction by Rev. Dr. Nye.
The afternoon exercises began at 1.30,
with a praise meeting j remarks by Rev.
~Ir. Hooper and Rev. I. J. Meade i singing b_vthe choir; sermon and benediction
by Rev. Dr. !\ye. Among the prominent
Universalists present were noticed: A. C.
D;nnison,J.
A. Bucknam, Dr. Bradford,
J. 11. DeCoster and A. E. Gammon of
Mechanic Falls; Samuel \Vhite and Geo,
S. llolman, Dixfield; S. H. Nile;:,, North
;~~y; Jas. Irish, M. c. Osgood, Orlando
lri!'ih, Mose~ Alley,Ilartford;
Benj. Keene,
John Young, Norlh Turner; S. F. Perley,
s. R. Morse, G. T. Philoon, w. G. Griffith, Livermore.
The meeting was mHch
enjoyed and Ieng to be remembered.':fournal.

A great republican rally and Blaine reTime of Game, .!h. 10m.
ception will occur at Portland on \Ye<lne!:.-dar,. Aug. 15th. The R. F. & B. railroad will sell round trip tickets as foJIO\YS:
SUICIDEATBRETTUN'SMILLS,
Gilbertville $1.6o, Canton $1.50, Hartford
$1.40, E. Sumner $1.3s, Buckfield $1.25,
E. Hebron $I.15,
\V. Minot $1.10.
Leave
Miss Estelle Lewis of Ke,1,,· Vineyard,
Canton 5.15 or 9. 10 A. M. and returning
lea,·e Portland 5.:20 P. M. or on regular committed suicide by drawing in the Pond
ne:.ir Brettun's Mills Livermore, Saturday
trains of next day.
evening.
Miss Lewis was a young lady
A newspaper and a newspaper editor
DIED.
that people don't talk about, and some- who was loved and respected by all who
times abuse, are rather poor concerns. knew her. She had come from her home
Canton-July
2r, \Vilma E. Kash,
aged
The men and bw.,ines~ that an editor ~ome- in Kew Vineyard to work in the box fac20 years and 6 mos.
times feels it a dllty to defend, at a risk of
making enemii;:s of another clas:., are of- tory at Bretlun's "Mills but a few weeks
Canton-Aug.
2,
Leon
A.,
only
child
of
ten the very first to show their ingratiturle. ago. She had engaged board in the fami- Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose A. Eastman, aged
The editor who expects to receive much ly of\V. L. Thompson.
Saturday even- 6 years, 4 mos. an~ 29 days.
charity or gratitude will soon find out his ing Miss Lewib came home from the facmistake; but he should go on and say and
BORN.
do what he conscientiou!ily thinks right, tory as usual, but on arriving asked for a
dose of peppermint.
She ate no supper
without regard to frown~ and smiles.Port Allegany, P~nn.-July
26, to the
Press and Printer.
and left the house about half-past six wife of Izates C. Goding, a son.
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haying trip down country.
G. Reed is away haying.
1-Iis son,
Joseph Jr., runs the home farm having
taken it for the season.
~lrs. J. G. Reed is at Lewiston we understand.
1-Irs. A. A. Jenne picked from the vines
in her garden a strawberry
measuring
five inche~ around; also one four inches
and one three inche~ around; altogether
enough for quite a dish.
Tebbetts and son were in this place this
morning looking after birch and poplar.
\Ve ,,..·ish that long wished for railroad
would appear at Rumford Falls so we
could have :'I. steam mill here. All then~
is lacking i!I;a way open to market.
\Ve
wish those railroad men would "brace up"
a little more and send that road along.
\Ve are ali,:nost tir~d waiting for the whistle
to blow to tell us of its comine-.
A beautiful shower of mud; needed rain
to-night, followed by the most bl"iliantly
colored rainbow we have ever seen.
A. A. Jenne is on the sick list. Overwork and a bad cold is the cause.
Rev. Mr. Smith of the Andover Methodi~t church preached at J. S. Reed schoolhouse, Byron, last Sabbath. Twenty were
present.
And so the good seed is being
sown in these by ways we hnpe that it
may fall upon good ground and bring
forth much good fruit; and m.iy Goers
temple be built up in the hearts of these
people and his name be honored. ER1X.

ALL
ALONG
THE
LINE. J.
CANTON

POINT

Miss Kettie Elli~ h:i.s gone to the \Vhite
}fountains.
Mist Elma Park has gone to Cumberland, to vi~it her cousin, Mrs. Blanchard.
Jliss Allie Van is at work for Mr~. D.
M. Foster.
Our farmers report a good hay crop.
Miss Ro<..eBennett is at home taking a
vacation.
She will soon go to \Vestbrook
Seminary as a. teacher.
I. A. Ellis hai...had poor health during
the haying season.
The prospect for a potato crop is good
in this vicinity.
Oats are also looking
we11, but corn will want the month of
Sept. to mature, and I fear some will require more time.
A. P. Gibbs the blind man, with his
wife, haxe been in our place dsiting.
He
has been blind over 30 years. Ilis health
is very good.
H.

EAST

SUMNER.

6.-O\·cr forty persons left our station on Sunday to attend the grO\·e services at Canton, besides others who went
with their teams. \Ve heard some one remark that it wa!'i "almost warm."
Summer visitors are still arriving. l\Irs.
Kellie 1\-I.Ricker and daughter, of Somerville, a.id 1Ii~ses Daisy and Flora Keen,
of \Vhilmam. ~lass., are d-:iting at Ezra
Keen'!:;. Denni1-- Keen is also taking an,cation there after twd years absence.
A crew from Xo. Turner visited Black
Mountain last week.
\Ve interviewed one man who J'eported
blueberries quitt! plenty.
Lai:-t week wa~ a fi11e time to finish up
haying on the meadows, and man_v did so.
The quality wa~ unusually good.
A party propose to turn oiit and help
Ira Palmer, Jr. finish haying, as he has
been peculiarly unforunate.
He and his
family areobjectis of sympathy, on account
of sickness, and its attendant depressioi;.
Any aid rendered wil I be gratefully received and worthil) bestowed.
l\lrs. S. C. Heald and her sister, l\frs.
A. D. Park, of Dixfield, leave this week
for a sojourn at Old Orchard.
SLOCUM,
AL·G.

PERU.

DIXFIELD

CENTRE.

AucusT.-Fanners
are nearly alt done
haying.
Hosea Newton and Laforest
\1/ait
caught a pickeral at ,veld Pond last week
that weighed 3 lbs. 14 ozs.
Abel Farington and wife, haYe returned
to \Vaitham, l\Ia~s.
Re\'. S. S. York will preach at the
\Veld school house Sunday at 1.30 r. l'\I.
Ilon. J. J. Holman is still quite sick.
His daughter, Mrs. Smith is here from
Biddeford.
Mr. Richard our cheese maker has quite
a novelity in the line of cheese. They
weigh 4 lbs. and st.II like hot cakes.
Ilope John wil~ be at the picnic with his
other declan,ation.
C11ocoLATE.

HASH.
Ladies! Ayer·s Hair Vigor isa superior
and economical hair dressing.
It has become an indispensable article for the toilet.

Farmers are nearly clone haying in this
vicinity.
They report about an average
crop.
A. S. Shaw & Co. have received a full
H. R. Robinson• has finished haying on
line of goods that is hard to equal in any
his meadow.
vil1age in Maine.
\Valker & Kni~ht finished haying on
For Cholera Marbus use B. I. R.
the Ilolman place last week.
O. Gammon has a large lot of the best
11rs. May Robinson has returned from
St.
Louis Flour. Also Corn, Meal, Shorts
Sumner, where bhe has been visiting her
and Cotton Seed Meal constantly 011 hand.
father.
Cash paid for potatoes at market prices. Red
Rue; and \Vin. Newton have gone to Beach and Cumb. Phosphate.
Cord wood
Canton, where they ha,·e hired to chop and stove wood sold for cash. Flour bar•
rels for sale.
(Aug. i.)
cord wood.
Sewing Machines Repaired by C. H.
Last S3turday A. B. \Valker, with the
Lucas,
Canton.
Also
a
stock
of
machine
help of neighbors "razed'" his old barn to
needles, oil, and all kinds of sewing mathe ground, the timber and boards of chine fixtures.
(ti)
which he is to use in building his st,1.l>le.
A. S. Shaw & Co. do all kintos of re
Howard Turner recently showed us some pa1rrng. In new goods they have styles
nice looking
potatoes
of this year's that please all.
growth.
The great family medicine, B. I. R.
Mrs. D. \V. Knights is at home.
:Miss Nellie Milner is at Xo. Jay doing
housework.
DIXFIELD.
4

SUMNER.
Last week's item Ehould read \Villie
Bowker is mowing with the machine for
Asia Keene.
Mrs. Floyd and daughters of San Diego,
Cal. are visiting relatives and friends in
this place. Also Mrs. Nash of Arlington,
Mass. is here.
Mrs. Henry RobinsoM is visiting at her
father'!:.- Asia Keene.
A very enjoyable sing wa<.. held at the
residence of Urias Bonney last week.
Among those present were Misses
Millie and :Mabel Starbird of East Dixfield
and Miss Lillian Oldham of Peru.
Mrs. E. C. Bowker is in poor health.
TOPSY.

ROXBURY.
RoxnuRY Poxo, July 27, 1888.
Catching weather for the hay makers.
A good crop is expected hereabout-less
bulk perhaps, but better in quality than
last year.
W. H. Jenne iE:at Paris haying.
Datus Merrill has returned from his

A. P. Marsh has painted the trimmings
to his residence.
Dixfield was well represented at the
Grove Meeting at Canton, Sunday.
Stockbridge Eaton, a former resident of
this village, is visiting friends here.
Miss Iona IIarlow of Paris, is visiting
her cousin, Miss Susie Stanley.
There wa~ a large attendance at_ the
Odd Fellow's meeting Saturday evemng.
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett of Portland, are
in town,
I\frs. C. L. Dillingham, Mrs. A. D.
Park, Miss Lula Abbott and Mrs. Chas.
Stan:ey start for Old Orchard Beach
Thursday.
They, trgether with friends
from Sumner and Paris, have hired a cottage there where they expect to spend
some two or three weeks.
J\,fr. and l\.1rs. A. D. Park are to teach
the Free High School at Hartfo.rd the
coming Autumn.
The school begms the
last l\,londay of August.
George Holt has added the seconJ coat
of paint to his shop a.nd it is no longer
white.
Operations on Farmer White's house
are now in progress.

I.eta a, ...,• ..a.... ,.
'l'he Buttermilk
Cure.
ages that I couldn't hold up my clothes, upon him, and he (the thought reader)
To tndt1~ people to butld at Wilson L]
and I wns in a dreadful dilemma. I will conduct the young man to that per•
Thr~ugh the simplest remodle• relief Wilton Me., the moat delightful summer r
We walttortbe bugle; the -night dews...,
finally decided, though, that the best son. Julian meekly obeys this master comes, and the new methods of medi• L'!Ortin '.New Engla.nd. Recipients to pay fo
drafting
deeds and guarantee of title, b
cold,
thing would be to make a scamper for mind.
eating a pation t by food chiedy are ••~· Massa.chuscttsTitle Insurance Co., t:i; per lO't
!'be limbs of the soldiera feel jaded and old, home as fast as my feet could carry me.
He lends poor .Julian a merry dance for rying out this formula in Ge ■• Sheri- Address, Malne Real Estate and Bulldin4i
the field of our bivouac is windy and bare,
So I took a fresh grip on all my bundles, a time, but suddenly he starts off with dan's case. Lactic acid, which is not Syndicate, 23 M.llk 1treet. Boston. Mu•.
there is lead in our joints, there is frost in and was just striding along with my fell purpose in his eyes, and. in two far off from the beveuge commonly
our hair,
most Elizabethan-like strides, when that seconds the young man is standing be- termed buttermilk,
has been doing
!'he future is veiled and its fortunes un- most exasperating shoe of mine came un- hind Cleo's chair, and Cleo's face is li_kc peptic woadcrs, it is announced.
A
known
tied-of course. I would have on those a rose. 1'here are a great many w1~c good many people who are "out of
.&awe lie with hushed breath till the bugle is thin, low things. That was in tne plot, 11.ndknowing smiles exchanged wh_en_it sorto'' with liver troubles might try the
you see. I was going wildly along, break- is discovered where that very d1stm- buttermilk cure direct without Wtdtiog
blown,
ing my heart, thinking how muddy my guished-lookiog
gentleman's thoughts for an illness to have it prescribed for
~thesoundolthatbugleeachcomradesball
skirts and the tassels were gettiog-you
had wandered.
them. E,pecinlly old people nnd wornspring
know these are my grand state occasion
That distinouishcd-looking
gent~e- out people frequently find a fountai": of
from Biliousness, Constipation•
Like an arrow released from the strain of the ehoes," shcremarks,looking despairingly
man pays not 0 the slightest heed, 1:ow- youth in tho churn's surplus. -[PhilaPiles, Sick Headache, Sour Stomstrin5t:
at them- 11 when scmebody came da"-h- ever. In fact, he is hitppily unconsc1?us delphia Lodger.
The courage, the impulse of youth shall come in()I'frantically along, with an umbrella that there hns been quite a commotion
ach, Colds, Liver Trouble, Jaun~
fa~
over
hi3
bP.ad,
and
knocked
slap
up
caused
amonghis
party
when
he
is
seen
back
dice, Dizziness, Bad Taste in the
against me, and tlown went that precious leaning over a charming young lady's
A Xlcker.
To banish the chill of the drear bivouac,
Mouth, etc.- You need Sufl:er.
And sorrows and losses and cares fade away flask and was shivered in.to sixteen chair.
Charlc!l-"The
17-year locust now
He bends down and greets them bo~h, devastating tho West bas 120 times the no longer.
When that life-giving lignal proclaims the million p·ecesP' she crieq, jumping up
and strikin" a tragic attitude.
and then tells them in a low tone of v01ce kicking power of a man. 11
new day.
"Why, ,:hat was the matter with the - that he bad simply been obliged to come
will cure you. They ha-..411
CifLra-'•Is that ,0 1 Cho.rlcsf11
Though the bivouac of age may put ice in man? Where were his eyes1" Janet 1there with som~ friendq, but that he
cured
tens oC thoueands.r
"Yes, I rend it in a scientific work."
our veins,
asks, crossly, sitting up very straight.
would not be forced to leave with them;
"Well.
Charlie,
ain't
you
glad
pa
They
possess these points of suAnd no fiber of steel in our sinew remains;
"Oh, be h:td them with him, my dear, so, if agreeable to the sisters, he woul?Though the comrades of ye3terday's march and now, who do you suppose it was'? be most h.a.p1>yto see them home. I~ is isn't a 17-yoar locusti"-[Siftings.
periority: sugar coated; purelf,
are not here,
Well, it was the original of that negs- totally unnecessary for me to chronc1cle
vegetable, contain no calomeI;
tive
that
I',·e
been
raving
over
all
day;"
their
reply,
as
there
was
but
one
answer
A
Plausible
Scheme.
And the sunlight seems pale and the branches
mercury or mineral of anylniid:
and having announced this piece of news possible.
.
aresear,Mr.
Impecunious-George,
I
come
to
On their way thither Julrnn amuses
!'bough the sound of our cheering dies down with tellina force, Cleo folds her arms
do not gripe; never sicken; easy to
and looks :cross at Janet.
them immensely by relating how he be pay you that $5 I borrowed In.st Much,
to a moan,
That i\, I'll pay you thi, way; you lend take; mild in operation; and for
Js that soi Well, well! After that, the wildered the lecturer.
We shall find the lost youth when the bugle
Deluge!
By-the-way, you wore in one
"You see, I had my mind fully fixed me $10 more, and I'll give you $6 of these reasons are especially
is blown.
the
at the time. I am amazed. It was fate, on Charley Howard, but just at that it.
-Thomas W Hiar,inson, in the Century.
Ask for J
my dear-it was written.
Wall, andcritical moment I discovered i\Iiss Cleo's , George wa~ so oTercome with the Cavorltes oC women.
depth
of
tho
scheme
that
he
succumbed.
go on-what
did he do, and what did face in the a1Jdience, and"-with
boyish
you sny'i'' .Janie questions in a most frauknes~-uror
the life of me I conld?-'t -[Bazar.
tluttcriog state of interest.
get my thoughts back on Chnrley ag_am.
'·Say'i
If you'll believe me, I never Humiliating, isn't it, to have so l1tt!e
"Most through, Cleo?"
said anything.
I couldn't! and !shall be mind that there isn't enough to make it
"Yes; almost, In ten minutes I shall ashamed of myself for ever and a day, upi" he finishes, with a light laugh.
have finished."
Tha young person ad~ 11ndyou'll blush for me, I know, when I
*
* *
*
•
•
dressed is sitting with her back to her tell you that I actually stood there and
The time is six weeks later.
sister, and all the face and half of the beO'an to whimper. Yes, positively, I
To the two sisters the lona, hot sum•
SANFO
head is hidden by the hood of a retouch- did, and couldu't help it either. And mer days seemed to have f~irly rushed
GIN
ing frame.
She is leaning eagerly for- what did he doi
Well, the first thmg away so rapidly have they gone since
ward. Her eyes are riveted on the n~ga• wa.s that he stepped a little nearer, and the.y' made the acquaintance of their
tive before her, and her de!t, darnty held his nice big umbreUa over me, then "fairy prince " as they have playfully
:finger3 are making swift, magic strokes he lifted his hat, in the mo~t graceful christened juiian.
Aud well does he
on tb.e work under her baud. . "In ~en manner imaginable, and he said: "'My deserve his name, for neYer did a Queen
minutes more," robesweet musical voice clear young lady, I beg ten thousand on her throne receive more devoted atrepeats; "and when 11 \·e done I shall pardons; and I nm more than sorry to tention than did these two unfortunate
place before your astonished gaze some- have been su awkward as to cause this orphan sisters.
There hus been absotbing too utterly lovely, my Lady Jane. accident.
'What was in the flask!' he Jutely nothin~ left undone that he could
Then Janet Heath lifts her he~d asked, giancing dowu. I told him, and compass for their benefit, or amusement,
wearily from the cushions of her invalid then he fairly insisted on going and get- or pleasure.
Baskets of choicest fruits
couch, and sighs impatiently.
Cleo's ting another one filled for me; but, of and most lovely flowers· tickets for
quick ear ca~ches _that si~h 1instaatly.
course, I could not permit that, so when splendid concerts; itivitati~ns to deligh~uAre you JD p~m, Jame1 1
•
he saw how much m earnest I was _he ful yachting excursions, all found their
0
No; not particularly.
Only thmk, I did not urge me further, but said: way to the young ladies' humble abode;
dare not read aloud to y~n any IJ?-Ore._I "Voll, at ~least you'll let me relieve you and, I may add, likewise, the donor. of
t,egin to think t~at com1c~l genrns Su of some or your pa?kages, and allow me these gifts also finds bis way t~ere with
Eoyle Roche, WQ.sexceedmgly correct the pleasure of seerng you safoly home, surprisina frequency. His v1s1ts are the
when he said that 'the greatest of all or some one else may gJ even further most delightful events in their hardcalamities was generally followed by one thnn I did and knock all your pack'J.ges working, dull lives, rn no "!9"0n~erthey
much greater.'
It seems so, actually. out of your arms.'
are hailed with suc-h mamfostlons of
Oh dear, clear! Why doesn't some good
"\Yell, he was so very polite and pleasure.
foriune befall us now, I wooded Vthy charm.mo- a.bout it all, and did look so
In fact he is due in this cool, moonlit
don't some of our rich relatives hunt us haudso~e and distinguished at the time, room in ~ very few moments now. Cleo
up and insist on making us a pre~ent of and his beautiful eyes were so eloquent is to have a drive in the park this gloria few hundreds? TLey could cas1ly af- that naturally I gave my consent.
And ous &ummer nio-ht • a.nd contrary to all
llelon1 and green applet will tormen, tll as
Dl1eue find• It• ea1l111tvlcUm1 amon1 tbe debUford to do it; and only think what a now, who do you suppose he is, after the annals of f~male history, she is quite
long u boy ■ are boy ■ and &lrl• are airl■. Thero i• lt:1.ted,worn oat, and w~ektr, and thc■e of 1en1it1f•
11
but
onetht:ta to do, and that l■ kl keep a botlle of atomach and poor dlre ■ tio,.
godsend it would be to us 1 •
•
alU" Cleo de~an~s, paus~ng_ to take ready, and is leaning yond:r. ngnin.st the
s ...:-<J'o~n•, 01:"(o~•.
compound of Imported
"Well, for your sake, Jame, I sm- breath.
"Here_ 1s h1S card,' w1_tha very wide opened window awaiting h1s ar- 8.LVOJU>'I G1NH:• in the hou ■ e, and thu• pro.
cerely wish they would. '£hen you could elaborate :fi.ollrtsh; "Mr. Juhan Van rivn.l. As she so stands with the en- Tide a 1ure preventin and nenr-falllns c~r• for Gluier, Clld ce iromalic-1, aad the be■\ of French
tile incidental to 1ummer, and to cha nae of w&tu, B"a11d7, i• a rn.01\ ,:rat1tiul allmulant to tho 1tomhave that operation performed on your Ness, at your ladysWp's service."
chantino- moonlioht foiling' athwar~ her,
food, and cllm:ite.
arl1, ,p"ed!ly promotlnc dlccallon and a-■ hnilatloa
eyes at once, and I_ should. b~ able to
''\Vhy, wh~, Cleo, Y:ou _don't really she rese~bles ni'thing so much_as so~e
Thia unrhalled hoa!~bold panacea and travellin: o, !ood, and hence fort1Aea the 1y1tem against pro..,
get you all the mce, nour1shrng food menu that he 1s the .Juhan \ an Ness that snowy statue for she is clad all m white.
companion
11
sure
to
check
o.ny
di1turbance
of
the
tn.t,n, lnfluencea.
that the doctor 1ecommendtd 1 and that used to li;·e at uncle's, and that we
Her gown 'is of the thinnest, :fleeciest
bowel■, 1n■ tantly relieve cramp• and pain ■, pre.
.A.aa pure frult atlmulant for the aged, mentallf
fine wine that he said you ought to--.
romped and played together with!" quite material and shows the rounded benuty
-rent
lndlgeatlon,
de•troy
dl1ea■ e rerma in water
and pby1\c:11ly onrworked, for delicate female ..
Now, see this!" and she handed Miss breathless.
of her a:ms and shoulder5 to perfection.
drunk, reatoro the circulation whea auapended by e■ pecially rnotbere, nnd 11-aa means ot teformlna
Janet the negative.
"The same, madam," with overwhelm- The becomina hat she wears, and her
a cbJll, a freqaeut. cauae of cholera morbtu, break thoie addicted to an uceHlvo uae of aleobollo
"Yes," :Miss_Jane; ~ays, after regard- ing dignity.
. .
long silk mitt's are white also. So charm- up
cold• and fo't'8r■ 1 and ward off malarial, con- atlmulanta, it l• Invaluable.
ing the negative cntrc~lly, "you c~r•'"\Vhy, Cleo !11 And after this eJn?U• ing is the picture that the blood-red
taa-toua, aod epidemic lnfl.uencea.
Never travel wltbout. s ...Nronn's GncG•a.
tainly have done splendid work !'POD 1t, iation the young lady seems to subside hollyhocks out in the moonlight bend
Aaa summer drink with water, mllk, teed water,
Beware of wortble11 '' gtngen "offeWllvely uraed
and it is really an exceedingly mce face; into blank and profound amazement, forward only to look nt her. And her lemonade, effer•;eae,nt d:-auibta, o.nd mineral by mercenary druigi ■ta and dealera on tho10 who
but I have seep. you retouc.:hing many nnd Oleo, quite elated with the effect she eyes are fixed on them with n dreamy
waten, tt 11 1uperlor to all othon.
call for and desire only
and many a one that was far hand- ha-, produced, continues:
.
smile in their velvety depths, and are so
SANFORD'S
GINGER SANFORD'S
GINGER,
,omer.''
.
.
,
''Yes, it_i3 the very ss.mer?uth. _Didn't lustrous that they resemble twin stars.
"Well, I wil) admit all that," the girl I keep telling you how tam1har his ey~s The dimples in her cheeks have come
The Dellciou& SurnmPr Medictn-e.
Is aold by all Dt"ng-gt.t& and Grocers.
answers, receivmg the negn.t1ve back and seemed?
\Veil, he still makes un:le s forth and are playing hide and seek 10
gazing down at the face. "St.ill this one hou,e his home, and he has go~e mto the 1i'ght of those orbs. Suddenly she
has interested me greatly ever since I business for himself, and he has JUSt r_e- moves away from the windo,v.
began working upon it. But, good turned
from Europe-been
there Sll..:
"He is here Janie sol11l just run out
gracious, this won't do! Only look at months-and is immensely wealthy. how to him. Good.by for' a little while. I'll
roa a aufferer trom any or th11 lll&ot 1:rmptoma,
all the time I've been wasting!
I must he ever kept from laughing in my face not be gone more than nn hour," she
10me of whJeh warn you ,bat.you are llablet.oa:a.
acramble into my things and take this when I was so utterly crushed about that said gently bendiua down and kissing
attack or .lpopleX]"? Dlnlnesa or Preuure ln &he
work to the Gallery at once," she breaks wine, I can't think. That's somebody at her ~istcr's ~heck. th.en she steps lightly
Head, Spot, BeforeEyes, Pain Around or PalpitaCLEANSE the mucous mcm ..
tionof Heart, Po.ln ln Re;ton or Heart wttb FoolJ.n.a:
forth suddenly.
the door."
out and is gone. '
bran.es of the stomach and bowelsof all slime
or Bu.tl:ocatlon,Ringing Bound 1n Ears, Numbne110,
Then she flies to the closet, takes out
She flies to open it and comes face to
.And Janie?
and foreignmatter,start the secretions,assist
Prtcltl7 Benantlon ot Llmbs, especiallythe A.rm.
a very odd, qu~int poke bonnet, ties it face with a huge colored gentleman. .
Well, Janie sits where Cleo leaves
digestion
and
assimilation,
nutrify the blood.
Pain between Shoulders n.nd In Side, Pain tn Small
on, and, catchtDf{ up the package of
uye!I, I am Mis Cleo Heath, 11 she in- her and looks out at the blood·red
They relieve the liver of congestion,give it
ot Baell: or Hip, Dry Cottab, Flatulence, Sou
well-done work, hurries to the door.
forms him; then he puts a great. bunch hoiiyhocks too with a very happy and
a chance to extract bile poisons from tho
l&oma.ch, O.nwal DebUlt.r, Lou ot Appe,tlte. l;o.
blood, to make them into good bile, and to
·'Well, Janie, here I am at last!" Cleo of freshly-cut, dewy flowers lll her mysterious'smil; on her face. She nods
1ecretejust what is needed. They do not
exclaimed an hour later, tinshing into baud, sets a good sized de1~:djohn mside her pretty fair head at the flowers also,
tear their way and irritate like most purgathe cool, dark room in a breathless sort the door, bows to the bewildered young and whispers. "Yes it is all arranged
tives, but they treat all the surfaces and or1
of way, with her cheeks much deeper in ladies and vanishes as mysteriously a3 he nicely I'm sure.·,
gans, so that the entire system responds.
color than when she left, and a pair of came.
In l~ss than an hour's time Julian and
wild, oddly excited e)·es. Then, putting
"\Vell, did you ever'i" Janet cdes, e:c Cleo have returned.
Janet is slightly
They are based on scientific principles,
:;,O';~~~;~;u::bdo.s!::.
1 11~,eu:C:~r!i~i~
away her "thmgs," she sits down in a citedly.
astonished to see them back so soon.
They are entirely rational and natural.
d.lrectlona.It ie etrongl.1 endorsed by the leadJDI:
very stiff-backed chair, and fans her hot
"\-Vaituntil I read this note," Cleo Julian strides into her presence, leading
They alwa.ys do what is claimedfor them.
1 pbyalclan■ ot M:ontreal,u "the only" Apople:qPrtcheeks furiomsly.
makes answer, "and we will probably be Cleo by the band, and wearing a very
They work on the systemin the way claimed.
I Yentl"'e, and ls eTerywhere regarded. u a aurecure,
"Well, Janie, do you know t~e most enlightened 11 :
happy and triumphant look indeed.
They work together for the greatest good.
I
D~::::~~ R~: 0
romnutic incident has occurred this ~fter•,.\Iy Lady Jane, I wish to inform you
They are not like newa.ndunt.-i.cd medicines, I Ll•er Compln.lnt, Kidney and Dladdel'
noonl Heally, I do actually begrn to
"To Miss Cleo and her sister, with my com- that I have done this yonng person the
They need no praL\e,but only simple men.. ' Trouble•, Sclnllca, Dy•pepaia,
&c., &c.
think there must have been some one g~~.;~t~n~tib: ~i:~t:~ty ~~:e/h;; 0 1;°~~a~~: honor to propose for her hand, and she
lion of merit.
Foraale b7 all drngglatll. Price 81,00 a bottle, 11.X
around practising black art, whatever and make you happy. Very sincerely, your has condescended to accept me. I love
~Dr.
Schenck"s purel.y vegetable and
bottleaforS5.00.
SondtoDR.F.S.HUTCHINSOlf
that mn.y be. There, n?w, don't co~• old friend,
JuLU.N
VA...'i Ns.ss.
her with all my heart, and--n
whoOy reliable family medicinesare for sale
a CO., E.noaburgh Falla, Vt., U.S . .L, torcircul&r1
men_ce to lose your patience, aud I 11
Janet puts up one slim hand.
.
by all Druggists. Every packagehas neatly and ,e,ttmonlo.b. "100 Emergene!.ea" price 15 eta.
printed directions for use. If you would
Hailed tree to reader, of thi.a paper. Tel11 what; to
begm and tell you the whole odd occurThere now! Was ever anything more
"It is not necessary for you to mention.
itndersta.ndyourself send for Dr. Schen?k'a
4o ln cue or accident,and what mayreaulctro,a
rence right from the start. I went ~o charmingly done? Didn't I tell you he the fa.ct. I knew it a month ago." .
new
Book
on
Diseases of the Lun~. L1vCT
IM1D8'
the Gallery first, of course, and gav~ m was the nicest man I ever met?" looking
''You don't E&yso!" Julian cxclanns,
and Stomach. Sent free, Address l>r. J.
DIZZY
my work and got my money, all of itwith worshipful eyes at the flowers.
with great force and brilliancy.
Then,
three big, round dollars, if you please.
'l'wo days later there comes another ex- having recovered a little
from his
H.ScMc;,:;~;~;;~~
__
__
Then I went to the market to get some- quisite bouquet and a note in which astonishment, he begins again:
thin" nice for you. From there I ,rent tickets are enclosed for a lecture.
"\Veil )liss Minerva, what you don~t
over°to lHr. Not ton's drug store, and I
"\Vhat are the tickets for, ( leo?"
know is' that we are to be mz\rried in
told him I wanted a flask of hts very
"They are for a lecture that is to be two months' time. I would uot wait.
best wine, and [ wanted it_just as cheap ai,;,en this evening at Temple Hail, and another day.,,
as he could let me have 1t, and do you heho11es to see us there. How is it with
And Janie gets up and embrace&
know-now don't say a word. I know you. Janie1 Do you think you are able them both and kisses Julian warmly on
you are fixingtoscoldmefor
my :shame• to ,\"alk so far'l"
both sm~oth dink
cbeeks.-Prank
We will deliver
ful extravag,lllce, 1 but you ne~dn t, ~or I
''Par? Why, it's only a very little L&lie.
haven't got any," she exphnns, with a distance. I went much further than
mvsterious little smile. ''1.et me see; that this morning.
Come, let's get
A Sulphur S1irlug lncubntor.
where was H Oh, yes: ana do you know, ready."
There arc a number of wnrm sulphur
that dear kind man gave me a splendid
Twenty minntcs later they find themflask wi'th his 1complimeuts to thP. selves very nicely s.eated m tbe br1ll1antly springs in Elsinore, Cal., and a citizen_ o!
invalid and he hoped it would do her a lighted hall. There is a splendid au. that town is usin" them for incubating
world ~f good.' Yes; I know by that dience and when the grave, digniHed purpo~es. He p~ts a tin p;dl fu_llof eggs
look that you are going t~ ask ~e 1 lectnr~r appears, he is gree_ted with a in a spring whose temperature 1s 102 dewhere it is, and if you'll JUSt ~1ve burst of applause. His subectis "Spir• gree1-, and in three weeks the chicks
come out.
As the tern peraturc of the
me time I'll make n full confession. itualism and Thought Reading."
Don't r~n away with the idea that
.A committee has been selected to see spring does not v~ry 1 the eggs requ~re
This beats the p:i.tent lll·
I drank it, though, because I didn't. that there is no black art praotised, and no attention.
As soon as I'd thankPd him I rushed out, to as~ist the lecturer. Cleo gives a little cubator all hollow.-New York Tribune.
and lo and behol<l.you, it had clouded start of surprise, and tho pink _in her
At first the young man wants the
up awfully, and wa.~• beginning to r::i,-in cheeks grows into a deeper, lovel;er hue,
'ri"ht smart,' as the countryman said. when sh<, makes the discovery that Mr. earth immediately: at thirtr-five he is
when I saw that I really didn't know Julian Van Xcss i-: on the stage
And contented to ac11uire it in three or four
·what to do. Of course, 1 wouldn 1 t have not only that, but the clever lecturer has vears; at fo1ts-tive he goes for a small
an umbrella. Th);lt wouldn't be my luck, bidden him select some one whom he Slice of it through a building-loan o.sso•
you know,and I bad so many ltttle pack- r knows in the audience and fix h s mind ciation. _
r1so·s CURE FOR'CONSUMPTION
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FARM AND GARDEN.

tor preserving eggs, yet but few of the111
are worthy of notice.
Limed eggs have
been almcst unsalable this year, and the
lime method will soon be discarded. We
give below a few rules that will enable
our readers to preserve egg-s in a good
condition for at least three months,
though eggs have been kept as long as
six months by the process.
1. Always use fresh eggs, and do not
rely on those from your neighbor.
You
must know that every eg~ is fresh, as
one stale egg may injure all.
2. Use eggs only from hens not in
company with cocks, as sd'ch egas will
keep three times as long as tho~e con•
taining germs of chicks.
3. Keep them in a cool place-the
cooler the better.
Anywhere
near 40
degrees above zero will answer, though
60 degrees will be cool enough for a few
months. Only be careful that eggs do
not free1e.
Remedy f'or Wire Wo.-ms.
4. Turn them half over three times a
The common wire worm is not readily week, to prevent them from adhering to
aestroyed by caustics or other applies.- the shells. The turning of the eggs is
tions spread upon the land.
These very important, and is one of the secrets
worms will live for hours in a saturated
of success.
Bolutiou of salt, also in a caustic lime
5. No packing material is necessary.
moh,tened with water; and it ie not at Simply lay them on racks or shelvt:s;
all probable that a hundred bushels per though if preferred they may be packed
!I.ereof either would seriously disturb the in boxes, m dry oats, and the boxes
worms feeding six inches below the sur- turned.
face. As we cannot readily destroy the 1 G. Solutions, greasing the eggs. eo-g.
worms,we should seek to make the grain preserving preparations,
etc., are ~uplanted or sown distasteful by soakiog necessary, as some of them injure the apit in poisons or some strong-scented
so- pearance of the eggs.
lntion, or even coating it with such of7. Wash every egg clean before placing
fensive substances
as coal tar.
The it with the others.
latter has been used for this purpose
If the above rules are followed then
quite extensively, and withexcellent
re- will be no difference between the eggs
mlts. A teacupful of soft tar is sufficient so preserved and those that a.re fresh.
to coat a bushel of seed corn, and then No person can succeed in preserving
by adding a few handfuls of dry soil or e2gs who buys them from all sources,
W~od ashes the grain is prevented from alld who does not know just when every
-thcking together or to the hands when crra was ]aid, and it is on that point so
planted.
Crows will not pull up tarred ~a°ny failures occur. You cannot place
torn, a_nd there ~re few insects or worms any dependence
on eggs except from
that will molest 1t.-..1.VewYork Sun.
your own hens. Even your neighbor i~
--sometimes unable to prevent getting a
FlttinA" Bones .f"or Fertilizer.
stale egg in among the fresh ones. Never
Strong lye will rapidly disorgamze
use stale eggs as nest eggs, or allow sitbones, says a professor in a Michigan ting hens to be in a room with your laycollege, especially if boiled in the lye; ers. The greatest care should be exer~
the _os~ein_or organic matter of bones is cised, .and the eggs kept always cool.rapidly dissolved and they become bnt- • F,1rmandFiret!ide.
tie. lf wood ashes cannot be got in I
-tufficient quantity, bones may be fitted
Farm and Garden
Notes.
for use as rnrtilizers. by breaking into
Strong soap-suds will kill the lice in
coarse tr.agments ":1th a _hammer and the plum trees.
!hen bo,lm~ the_mw1th a mixture of sal- I The sure way to break a. hen from egg
&~da, caustic, hme and wnter.
The or- eatino- is to cut off her head.
dmary carbonate
of soda or sal-soda
.0
tmght not to cost more than three or I Give plent~ of pure '':ater and green
£our cents n pound when purchased in food to hogs rn pen at th1e season of the
quantity.
Three pounds of bal-soda and year.
. .
. .
.
. .
two pounds of caustic lime boiled up in
Th~ !only gam m dnllrng rn com 1s ID
tw:o gallons of water will make a. solu- pl~ntrng qmck and getting fertilizer ID
tion that will rapidly act on broken w1th the seed.
bones when boiled with them. "\Yhen
Thoroughtillagepaysevenbetterwhen
the bones are well softened and brittle, 'chemical fertilizers are used than it doe~
the whole mass ma.y be mixeil with eight for stable manure.
or ten t.imes its volume of ctr,r muck, or I If your pigs are in a pasture where
turf mould and thor~ughly mixed, w_:len good water is not plentiful, see to it that
a valuable manure will be secured.
The they have •a regular supply
potash of woodashes, moreover, is more I
•
.
valuable as manure than soda.
The flower garden aud the field !'11}
be the cheapest as well as the loveliest
Some Friends o~he
Farmer.
pasture for those who keep bees.
In conclu<'.img a recent bulletin from
Many farmers lose half the profit, 01:
the .1ew Jersey Agricultural Experiment
make none at all, from neglect to feed
Station, Rev. George D. Hulst, Ento- properly with a view to to.e growth oJ
mologist, says: It may also be au ad van- wool and mutton.
tage to point out some of the friends of
If you have any young burdocks about
the farmer, which, consequenntly,
no· your farm, cut them down and give to
farmer should destroy, or allow to be de- !your horses.
At this t..ime of the year it
strayed.
Among these are toads, which will be good for them both.
nr~, ~!lder all CiJ"Cumst~nces, _the farm-1
For a shitdy spot under the trees and
er s friend; moles and t:ield m1ce, proba- shrubs, where the soil is rich and not too
bly, do !1'v~st deal ~ore of ~ood than dry, there is nothing more satiefactory
harm; all b1_rds, especially robrns, wrens, than lily-of-tbe-nlley.
To plant it once,
t~rnshcs, onoles, cuckoos, phebes, blue is to have it forever in the garden.
b.uds, w~odpeckers,
~wallows and cat j A churn should be scalded with boilb1rds.
'lhe destruction
of al! tb?se in water made alkaline with washinl't
and many others, except for scrnntitic so~a. E~ery particle of milk or crea~
gurposes, sh~uld. be ma_de, under very should be removed.
After beiog well
eavy penalties, illegal 1n every State. washed the churn should be rinsed by
The ~ouse sparro'"Y",known better as the I again usinu· boiling water.
Enghsh sparrow, 1s to be rated an ex. 0
•
•
•
ception.
This bird is now universally
Od?rs. 11: the stabl~ :ud1cate that the a~1
.regarded as a nuisance, first, because of there~n 1s m1pur_e. Use of absorbents 111
its grain and veo-etable destroying pro- v_ery 1mporhnt m summer: Once a :veek
pensitieas; secondly, it drives away in- tne s_table should be sprlJlkled w1th a
sect destroying birds.
Among insects, ~olut1on made of one pouna of copperas
m~ny wasps are friends, especially those 10 two gallons of soft. water.
.
with a more or less protruding
horn or
Every person keepmg poultry shoula
sting at the end of the abdomen.
Lady keep au accurate account with his stock,
bugs and lace wiag flies live entirely placing all the expenditures
incurred
upon destructive insects, especially plant and the amount of the receipts on the
lice and scale insects, and should never proper sides of the sheet. The losses
be destroyed.
Dragon flies, or devil's should, of course, be charged to the exdarning
needles, are also useful ao.d pense account.
harmless.
To prevent bees from 1,eing poisoned
by ar8enical solutions applied to orchard
RemovinJ:
Forest Trees.
trees, such application should be deferred
The following method of removing until just after the blossoms
have
forest trees is recommended
in the dropped, at which time it is also the
Prait'ie lf'armer, which says:
most effective in preventing injury from
"It is novel and probably
better the codling worm.
adapted to the South than the North,
Professor H. Muller, an eminent botthough there are some trees probably
anists. says that the best time to prune
that it might answer for here. There vines is while the grapes are ripening,
.are few trees more ornamental than some and that the ahoots should be selected
of those from our forests, when planted for this purpose, as they require for
in open ground and properly cared for their developmtnt
a larr.,e quantity of
.and pruned.
There is_ always mor~ or sugar to the detriment of the ripening
less loss connected with transplantrng
fruit '
these trees, which has kept IDl\ny from
putting them out, but Hon. Mr. Bielby
The browmsh bunches wh1c~ appca 1
has adopted a. method of moving trees on red cedars are not ~he fru_1t, but a
that does away Wlth a good deal of risk common fungus, a paras1te, which grows
and Joss On his place two miles north on these trees, but no others. It dors no
of De Land, he has pl~nted a ~·ow of harm, an~ is thought ~rname~tal by
magnolias, holly, oak and other trees soi:ne. It 1s not worth while takrng any
which are doing well and certainly
pams to prevent them, as the trees do
recommend his plan.
In the case of not suffer.
holly and magnolia he dng up trees that
Plum trees will thrive well in a ponl,
were from four to six inches in diameter,
try yard, and be less anbject to the at•
and sawed them off at the crown. By tack of the curculio.
The trees will redoing this a great many more can be quire the usual jarring, but the insects
carriLd at one time and much more will be destroyed by poultry, lessening
easily handled.
The stumps are planted
the liability of damage the succeeding
in the usual way and a stake put up to year. All plum trees should be in poulmark the place. In a short time several try yards, but do not allow them to act
shoots appear and these are allowed to as a roost.
grow for a while and then all but the
It is ust;~e:Ssto look for a harvest ol
most shapely a.nd thrifty are cut off. :Mr. honey from wesk colonies, and as the
Bielby claims that the tree thus planted heavy fl.ow occurs genera.Uy in June, it
makes a much more thrifty growth, and the bee-keeper does not bestir himself he
places its shnpe under control and is will be caught with many weak stocks.
much more satisfactory every way. Try Dnily stimulati\"'"e feeding will securE
it."
colonies strong in numbers, with a pow.
erful force of willing laborers, ready t~
Preserving
Egas.
gather the honey harvest at any mom.~nt
Althoul?h there are dozens of methods it presents itself,
-_.

Hay and Harvest.
Our climate is so warm that the dates
for cutting the grass crop and the grain
will vary materially and the time will be
rery ditlerent within localities not far
separated.
The maturity of grain proceeds very rapidly
toward the end.
Every experienced farmer bas his view
as to the proper condition in which his
wheat should be cut. Whlle some pref.er to cut while the grain is still "in the
dough,,, others prefer to wait until the
grain is just "out of the dough." "\\'here
there is a. broad area to be barve!:lted, it
is perhaps better to begin a few days
too early than to have the last of the
harvest a few days too late. If hay is to
be sold, it is cut later than if to be consumed on the farm; the purchasers prefer it so.-American Agricultur~t.
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rowara that voice, ana roune1tt was a t;nn,TALMAGE'S
SERMON, steamer,
tian women on a plank ot thtt wrecked
singing to the tune of "St. Mar•
iin's:

11

Jeane, lover of my eoul,

Tbe Week!,- Disooursee of the Great
Brooklyn Preacher.

L€t me to Thy bosom rly,
Wbile tbe b11lowsnear me roll,
'While the tempest etlll la lllgb.

The heart riiz;ht toward God and man, we
are happy.
The heart wrong toward God
antn~f:~r w:e::nu~eb~P;'\:8 should come to
th·
• ·t • J ted 1• h
t
b f t
1
th:t
~he :n~~rce~c-es~ft e!r~t1y 1~otnditrocn
are transitory.
The houses you build, the
"'l'EXT:-"Be content tenth such things a• land you culture, the plac-es in which you
11ehave. ti-Hebrews Dii, 5.
t~!8:;eth:rd;~u
~a~o h~~~o
nal~~su
U I should ask someone: ••Where is Brook- are a Christian the scene will soon end.
lyn to-dayi"' he would say. "At Brighton Pain, trial, persecution never knock at tbe
Bea.ch, or East Hampton, or Shelt.ar Island." ioor ot the grave
A coffin made out of pine
uwhere is New York to-dayi" "At Long b d • • t.
ood
t
1
0 ~:r m~deJ~~t oS.:s~ver ~o;~~g
~4;.?,a1'.,~;!r~efs8 f~~~~,Ph!!'l_~ '~!rf:~
m~:~:a:;
11
Vineyard.
,.Where is Virginial" "At the ~ra=:rootte
d~~d,d~:dn ;~o~lrbin~es~;~a,
~:J~bf~!P~Wpags.~ ~n:.•rleanthde!,,:r~Att~~~: though people there had a greater ditrarenc"
~
ot worldly circumstances, now they are all
~a," the modern Bethesda, where the angel alike unconscious. The hund that greeted
e~th is ever stirring the waters. But, tbi., Senator, aud the Presideut,und tba King
di~~:;rsttbe~t:.:!11uoltritucd1_•,caruemasttahnocmes•.·
is still a.s thi., hand that httrdtmOO OU tha
oy
,_.,.,
mechanic-'11hammer ur thb manufacturer's
Amo~ them all newspaper men, the hardest
wb~
It does uot maki., ttny ditierem-e now
;:,~kem~J:y:~ ~~tf~~f~:~~.
whtitber tLera is a plaiu sto1H~ ul>0vt1 tlJen1
police, and the tens of thousands of clerks from \vhicb thi, traveler pulls u.sida th1:,woods
and merchants waiting for their turn of ab- to road the m1.m1:,,
or a tl:l.11shal"t f:ipriuging
sence, and households with an invalid who into tba beu.vel.l.3ts.S though to ~II tlJefr vircannot be moved.1 and others hindered by tues to tho skies.
strmgent oircumstances, and the great mul~
Jn that. silent land then, ara no titlt!s !or
titude or well to do people who stay at home grHS.tmen, and tbl:!n, u.re no ruroblings or
because tbe:y like home better than any other chariot whaclis,uud there is 111:,vor
heard the
place, refusmg to go away $imply because it toot or UJ& du.uco Tin, Ji:gyptiau gmu10
1s the fas~io~ to go. . When the expres■ "-'Lucn 18 t11rO\Vllon tl1e 11e!ct3 to Lbt, cwst ro,
wagon, with its mountam of trunks directed the enrichrn..,ot --.rtht, soil is the dust rakod
to the Catskills or Niagara, goes through the out from the ~putchen of kiug!i und lords
streeta, we stand at our window envious and .aud mighty m,m. Oh the clJugriu of those
impatient, and wonder why we cannot go as n1eu it tb.oy hud over knowu that in tbu after
well as otberL Fools that we are, as though ages or tbo worltl they woultJ Lave been
one could not be as happy aL home a.s any- called Egyptian guano.
wb:be elr d Onroo5randfatbera and grand- c!!ta~fw w1~idirr:ni~7
c~:o':'~oc,!
:~or:r1he 8 fi':!lspri:gti~:.S as~l!Ja::,J~~f.
anything about the Amphictyouk council or
toga, or the tint. deer shot in the Adiron- the laws of Lycurgus~ \Vho trembles uow
dacks. 'l'bey made their wedding tour to becauso Xerxes crosse<lthe Helli%pont on o.
the next farmbouse, or, living in New York
bridge ot boats~ Wbo Cea.rs L>ecauseNebutbe celebrated they e\·ent by an extr& walk o~ cba.dnezzar tbunders at tb•J gato:1 of Jt::rusathe Battery.
lcm! Who cares now whether or notCloopatr&
N.ow, ~be g~nume American is not happy marries Antony~ \Vlio crouchtsS before Fer!1nt1lbe 1s gomg somewhere, and the passion dinand, or B1m1face,or Alaric, Can Crom1s. so gr~at tha;t_there ~re Christian people well rlissolv"' thu English parliament now•
w1tb their fam1hes data.med in the city who b William. Pri11.;t: of 01="1:1.n~e.
King of the
come not to the house of God, trying to give N~tllerlamls? Nu, 11OI However much
people the idea lhat they are out of town·
Elizab~tl, may lf.1vtitLo H,tIBshu.1
crown. sbo
leaving the door plate unscoured for th8 mustpa.ssittoPeter,
and.Petert0Catller1nfl,
1
1
~~~~ r~it~~~ ~fi;jw~~f:
~i~;e;i~ii~ ~~= nud Catburina t(> JJaul, und Paul to Alex11
hack part of the house, the thermometer at
:i;p~rN~~,~~lat~e ~~{t~1r
1~h~pi~~t is1rt~~f:s~sf~r
rej~?~o
g~
Jo~uph, aud Philip <:Om8S dowu off th~ 8pauto st.a.yat borne, Jet us stay at home and be Jsli tbronto to let Jt'erdiuand go on. House or
happy. There is a great deal of good com- Aragon, house or J-laµsburg, hou.-.u of
mou sense in r'aul's advice to the Hebrews:
~:~~~t, e~i~bin~
!~i,rboh~t qu:~~~1!:~
~~l~o~:~~ntt!\~ut!
it;!1~f~ttf~o~a;rt~
in this:
"'rhe
fashion or thjs world
our circumstances, not picking a quarrel
pa •.<1:seth
away. 11 But huve ull these dignit..awitb our obscurity, or our poverty, or our ~~~t/t~~ inC!~e~a~:
!becr~\e~u~:J~~rJ
social position. There ru·e lour or fi\-·ogrand the ro1l called, and many distinguished meo.
~~~~sa~v~/e ;:v~~ould be couLent wi th such Lave answered. If I Should call the roll toSnbjf'Ct-:
''In Good IJn.mor
Our Circun1.stances."

,vlth

:fl

it~~8!.

C!1{~~;

\vt~."

;~~~lt:ui:r-i'~!:

![J

~~:t

from pJnce t.o place expectin2" to ti.nd in
cl1u.nge o! c-ircum-;tances soruetiling to give
solace to tho spirit, I commend you, this
~~;::in(!,~~~~~e ;~~~~!~:: ·~!"tb!' ro~
Jesus Christ. "There is no peace, saith my
God, tor the wicked," and as long as you coutinue in your sin you will be miserable.
Come to Christ. Make Him your portion,
und start [Or ht"ave11,andyou wt11be a happy
&11)fn-vn11 will /-,...n h:..oov

woman.

Yet, my friends, notwithstanding all these
inducements to a spirit of contentment, I

~::e

0
istodi~~J' 0i~~b1w~~r~-t:;O::h~
scold and those who get scolded.. The carpentier wants to be anything but a carpenter,
and the mason anything but a mason, and
the banker anything but a banker, and the
lawyer anything but a lawyer, and the minister anything but a minister, and everybody
would be happy i! he were only somebody
else. The anemone wants to ha a suntlower,
and the apple orcbards throw down their
blos.,oms because tney are not tall cedars,
and the scow wants to be a schooner, and the
sloop would like to be a seventy-four pounder,
and parents have the worstchHdren tbat ever
were 1 and everbody bas the greatest misfortune, and en•rytbing is_upsiOe down, or
zoing to be. Ah t my friends, yot.: never
naic.eany aavance tllrou~n sucn a sp1r11;a3
~bat. You cannot fret yourself up; you
may fret yourself down. Amid all this grating of tones I strike this string of the Gospel
barp: "God.lmess with contentment is p;reat
gain. ,ve brought nothing into the world,
:1.ndit is very certain we can carry nothing
:,ut; having food and raiment, let us therewith be content."
Let us all remember, if we are Christians.
that we are going after a while, whatever be
our circumstances now, to have a iz;lorious
vacation As in summer we put off our garments and go down into the cool sea to bathe,
;o we will put off these garments of flesh, and
;tep into the cool Jordan.
\Ve will look
uound for some place to lay down our
weariness; and the trees will say:
"Come
rnd rest under our shadow;" and the eartll
will say: _ ''C:ome and sleep in my bosom;,.
1nd the wmds will say: "Hush! while I sing
t.hee a cradle hymn;" and while six strong
men carry us out to our last resting place,
and ashes come to A.Shesand dust to dust, we
will see two scarred feE:tstttnding amid the
oroken soil, and a lacE:rated brow bending;
over the open grave. while a voice, tender
with all affection and mighty with all
:,mnipotence, will declare: "l am the resurrection and the life; he that believetb in me,
though be were dead 1 yet shall be live."
Comfort one another with these words.

Why
llS~~

She Liked

the

Country.

0

°f

~~~·ve~W;y
:~ilJ'

w:f~t~!~id:/

:!n~ i::Je ~~:r;;,\:it~.i:;:u;;!~~:s:n~~
God ever gave a mau is healt.t1.. He who
trades that off for alJ tbt1palat.."t:IJot tho earth
is infinitely cheat~
\Vt,
Jook IJa.ck Hot1.,tu~

~~ ~i~e~~~j

j:lt M1~
~h

~~t!

with them we had bcer.1obligOO to ta.ke hi,
goutf •·Ob," says some one, •1jt, isri't the
grosser pJeasuros I covet. !Jut it is tlu, v.ratitlcation of an artistic and 1ntel!ectuat ta!ite."
Wby, my brother, you buve the or1gn1ul
from wh~ch ti.la~ picture!J 11n, copiecl
What 1s a sunset 01.1 a wull comparad with
a sunset h1mg io loops or lire on th1:,heavensl
~'bat is a cas<:aUosilt.!nt on a ca 11vas c:ompared with a cascada that mukus tin, rnounta.in trembl~,. its spray ttScelJtlmg Jike tho
departed sp1r1t of U..1e wnter slai1i on tho
rocks~ Oh. there is a g·reat deal of hollow
affectation aboul, a fond11es."1
ror pictures 00
the part or those who ru;v,:r appn,ciate tbo
original frorn wbicL tLti µic:turooaro taken.
As tbough a purent sbould have IJO reo-ard
for bis child, but go iuto t:t.,-stasie3ova~ its
photograph. Bless tbt, Loni to-day, ob, man!
ob, woman I tbu.t though you may be sbut

f;:

t~~~

t:~L~;i~c~till

~ui\!~:s ~:ct: 0 R:p 0
ii=~~i;;
access to a gallery gri::mderthan tho Louvre
or tbe Luxemburg or tbe Vatican-th& royal
gallery of the uoonday beavem, tlJt1 .King'a
gallery of the miduigbt sky.
Another consideration leading us to e
spirit of contentment is tbefacttliatourhappiness is not dependent upon outward circumstances. You see people happy and miserable amtd all circumstances. Jn a family
where the last loaf is on the tablel and the
:i~l~~~f:r~~ifld!~e~~:• ~~~'
very fine place you wi11 see and hear discord
sounding her war whoop, and hospitaliy.
freezing to death in the cheerless par]Qr I
stop?8(1one d11y on Broadway at the head of
Wall sireet, at the foot of Trinity church, to
see who seemed the happiest people passing.
~ltu!~~ !~i~b;!:i~~i':!utb3o~~Pfi::\~
atreet, for they bad on their brow the an:xie•

t~

~;:!~~~~;:
~t~et~:r:~ufn~i!~s~f;ifit1~::~t~1
heaven. O ye who ba.ve been goiug about

~ittt~~i~i:1:he~~r
oi:tre'1~::
flat stone that covered the spring, from beneatb. which came tb.e clear, cool water
:~~ 8 ~~Je~fi/~i:;
:~lfi~JY~~ 1~n:!:/avJ
tbroug-b a crevice in a large rock
will call the roll. I will cat! the roll of the.
··Yest'' said Annie, who riusedout a stone
Kings first: Alfred the Great! ,vnliam tho ju~ with water from the spring, '·he's at
Conqueror! Frederick Ht Louis XVI! No work in the field."
"What are you doingl 11
answer l will call the role or tho poets:
''I am washinit out this jug so it won't
!toKeabets~.
GeoSourtgbeey
RoCbeartmpbeurllnlslJ'sNlln
0
0! raTbhbeoi:"'9_
taste ot the nasty old beer. 11
B
''What beerl"
answer. I call the roll of artists: Michael
''Why, we used to live in the big city, you
Angelo! Paul Veronese! William Turner!
Christopher Wren!
No answer.
Eyes know.n
"That was nice. 11
closed. Ears deaf. Lips silent. Hands pal"No, it wasn't. We lived in a big house
or people, all real poor, and lot.a of boys
~:~~~~1~ ~~! ds0u:~ full
and girls ragged and always hungry; and
baubles?
Another reason why we should culture this they ui8d to tight and quarrel, and so did
spirit of cheerfulness is the fact that God their fathers and mothers. And there
any garden
grass or flowersi
knows what Is best for His creatures. You !'asn't
the
street
to play in, and
know what is best for your child. He thinks Just
it was always full of cart.a and horses
and crowds or people, so you couldn't
~be~re H~tc~lci~~:~:~;b d~p~rn!~~u~u;::
look over the whole field, and you, loving play. Then when I took pa his dinuer I
that child, do what in your deliberate judg8 8
~
meut is best for him. Now, God is the best ~~~! o~ 1b!° ~!:r t!1:d
beer, and there were always drunken men
9
&nd
women
there, and I wa.s afrai~. They
~~a~a~~ei~\ard~::~~~~ a!t tt~~t~efs
liberal with them as be might be. But cbil- swore awful, and sometimes I had to fight
dren do not know as much as a fatber. I
!~~~:t:'°YPa
a!~~~r::,1=~
can tell you why you are not largely affluent, :h:'f
and why you have not been 2"randly success- ma used to cry and sometimes was cross too,
tul. It ts because you cannot stana ttle temp- and we were always_hungry; and I belie,-e it
tation. If your path bad been smooth, you wo.sall in the beer, 'cause since we have been
would have depended upon your own in the country and pa drinks the water I
surefootedness; but God roughened that take, be isn't cross a bit, and laughs and
.Path, so you have to take hold of plays with us, and ma sings while she works,
nis band.
If the weather bad been !llld we all have enongb to eot. Ob! it's just
mild, you would have loitered along the lovely to be in the ('Ountry with the flowers
water courses, but at the first bowl or the 1md green grass, ancl lovely ferns, and pretty
birds flying round and singing. I don't want
storm you quickened your pace heavenward
and wrapped around you the warm robe or a to go back to the city any more, and I don't
Soviour's righteousneS3. "What have I want a taste of the nasty old beer to be left
done'~ says the wheat.sheaf to the farmer~ in this jug, so l always give it a good wash"what have I done that you beat me so bard Ing when I come to this spring. I wish every~
with your flailt'
The farmer makes no body could live in the cou.ntry."-Youth's
answer, but. the rake takes off the straw, and t'emverunce Banner.
the mill blows the chaff to the wind, and the
1:
8
~nfra.1f~~1!
~tet~t~f~ 0
down from the mow upon the golden grain
banked up on either side the floor u.ndereta.nds why tbe !armer beat the whoatsheat
People formerly had, trying to 1nT::i.llow
with the flail.
W bo are those before the throne1 The anthe old-fashioned pill with it.a film of
awer came: ''These are they who, out ot
magnesia vainly disguising its bittergreat tribulation, bad their robes washed and
ness; aud what a contrast to Aycr's
made white in the blood of the lamb."
Would God that we could understand that
Pills, that ha,·e been well called "med~~ :it!:n~;J~:cTae~~nb~i tt1;:~ft~~tb~5 -th1! icated sugar-plums" - the only !ear be~
ing tbat patients may be tempted into
we should know why it was that John
taking too many at a dose. But thu
Noyra, the martyr, in the very midst of the
flame, reached down and picked up one of
directions are plain and should bG
the fagot! that was consuming him, and
strictly followed.
kissed it, and said: 11 Blessed be God for the
11
J. T. Teller, M. D., ol Chittenango,
time when I was born for this pre[erment.
N. Y., expresses exactly what hundreds.
~l~~fi:ibo\:~~eH~t~ 11Hi1!v~~1.8 ::t£f:c~:~,~
have written at greater length.
Ilo
then, with such things as you bavo..
says: "Ayer's Cathartic Pills are highly
Another consideration leading us to the
appreciated.
They are perfect in form
th
th
t~t ~~ll :~:t~s
st~~e~~~a,ieill
~t~ and coating, and their effects are all
holds the water in the hollow of bis hand
that the most careiul phyatcian coulJ
a·Jow his children to die of thirst! Will be
who owns the cattle on a thousand hills. and
desire. They have supplanted all t:io
all the earth's luxuriance or grain and fntit,
Pills formerly popubr here, and I think
allow his children to stur'\'e! Go out to1t must be Jong before any other cm
morrow morniug at 5 o'clock in the woods
and hear tile birds chant. They have had no
be made that will at all compare wi:.h.
lireakrast, tbuy know not where they will
them. Those who buy your pills get
dine, they httve 1w idea where thoy will sup;
full value for their money."
but hear the birds chant at 5 o'clock in the
morning.
"Behold tbe !owls ot thu air;
0 Safe,
pleasant,
and certain
in
for they sow not, neither do they reap, nor
their action/' is the couciso testimony
gather
into barns, yet your heavenly
of Dr. George E. Walker, or MartinsFat.her foodetb them.
Are you not
much better tban they~" Seven thousand
ville, Virginia.
pttople, in Christ's time, went into the desert.
11 Ayer's
Pills outsell all similar prep'l'bey were the most improvideut people I
arations. The public having ouce used
uver hon.rrtor. They deserved to starve. 'J'hey
might hav" taken food enough to last them
them, will have no other:i." -Berry,
until tb!)y got back. Nothing did they take.
Venable & Collier, Atlanta, Ga.
A Jud, who had more wit than all ot them

Tli~ tira~ ~easo~ tha.t 1 meut10n as, leading
!fd;~~i~~~t:t~~~sei~:_:ieu~\:v:h:u
is indispensable in Lift:, We wake a great;
ado about our hard.sbipi,,, but bow little we
t.al~ o~ ol!-r bl_~mgs. R"ll.lth ,sud body,
which 1s given m Jargvst quuntity to those
wh? have never been petted,ant.1 fondlOO,ttud
spoiled by fortune, we take us a. matttir or
~ourse. Rather h~ve this Iuxu 1·y, tlDll. have
tt alone, than, without it look out. o[ 0
g:ace window upon 311rk19'o[ deer stalking
0
1
pie
~nsta: 11a:~~-•r:~&3~;
than fashionable tuvatid, ou o. couch
of ivory and eagJ~• down. 'l'hc dinner
of herbs ta-stes better to thu uµpetitti sLarpened on ti. woo~m~u's ~x o-ra reaper's scythe
than wealthy mdigestlon axJ.>erienct'l!!S
seated

f~~~J ~k!~ebi~~cr~~\:e~d

coming t,o wanr,, under~t()()cf_
that tile oath or
th-, dt.erDal God L'i involvOO in tlle fact th.it
you a.re to bavo enough to eat and to ff"ear.
.Ag:ain: J remark that the religion of Jesus
CIJrbt ts the grandest iatluence to make a
uuw. contented. Iudemoity against all fi.uancial and spiritual harm! It calms the spirit,

!tiJ~,

~~\f!

What a Time

~~r!rn~

~~re'1~~~
c!i::r

:!

the0
e:,r;~~~ll
~it-1:~_uf:
they tney bad on their brow the an::rieq
o! the dollar they bad lost; nor the people
who swept by in 1plendid equipage, tor they
met a carriage that was .finer than theirs.
The happiest- person in all that crowd, judging from the countenance, was the woman
who sat at the apple stand knitting.
I be·
lieve real happiness oftener looks out of the
window of an bumble home than through
tbe opera glass of the gilded box or a theatre.
I find Nero growling on the throne. I find
Paul singing in a dungeon. I find King Ahab
going to bed at noon through melancholy,
while near by is Naboth contented in the possessiou of a vineyard. Haman, Prime :\Iinister of Pet-sitt, frets himself almost to death
because a poor Jew will not tip bis hat; and
A~1itbophel, one or the greatest lawyers or
Bible times, through fear of ctring, bungs
bnnself, The wealthie~t man, forty year3
ago, in ~ew York, when congratulated over

~~o!:J't~\:~a~~h r~r~~e~~ ~·1~~e~~u t~ki~~
care of it."
Byron declare,1 iu his last
hours that be bad never seen more than twelve
happy days in all his life. I do not believe
be bad seen twelve minutes of thorough sat•
is[ac-tion. Napoleon I. ::;aid: •·I turn with
disgust from the cowardice and selfisbness of
men; l bold life a horror; death is repose.

rourt;i17i~t1;~~·/:k~ h~~e:(zt~~dt~~~~' 0fi~~~
They were put into his sachol. Hti went out
into tile <le.sort. l1~rom tbis provi~ion the
seven thousaud were ted, and the more they
utc the largtir the loaves grew until the prer
vision that thti L>oybrought in one sa.cbelwas
multiplied so he could not have carried the
frng-mauts home insixsachcls. "0," vousay,
0
~·~,~~:!~~ 1:::;1~
j;:~d\\~~::ao;J

~~~i!i
~~a;:l~~~:~~eti!':n!fi!.twen\~h~f!.go~:
the other band, to show bow one may be
happy amid the most disadvantageous circumstances, just after the Ocean Monarch
had been wrecked in the En~lish channel, a
steamer was cruising along m the darkness,
when the captain beard a song, a sweetsoog,
coming over the water, and he bore down

j

Ayer's
Prepared by Dr. J.C.
Sold "by all. Deat'ers

:llS°:b~e:

by miracle, He doe.-:i
110w in some other way,
and by natural laws. "l hn.v~ been young,"
snicl David, "but now I am old; yet have I
110verseen the rigbteou., forsaken, nor His
seal beggrng bread II Tt _1s hi.gh time that
y_oupeople who are fretting about worldly
circumstances, and w~ u.-,:e[ear1n,: you are

Pills,
r&Co., Lo1'·dl,1faH.
iu MedJcJne.

When hoarse, speak as little as poss!•
BRISTLE
CULTURE.
ble until the hoarseness is recovere4
from, elso the Toice may be permanent;.
RaisingHogsin Russia for Their ly lost, or difficulties of the throat be
produced.
Hirsute Growth.
Merely warm the back by the fire,
and never continue keeping the back
Pampered
on Tallow
and
of exposed to the heat after it has become
Their Coarse Manes Plucked.
comfortably warm. To do otherwise is
debilitating.
Never stand still in cold weather, es•
"Russian swine provide nearly all of
the bristles that are used in the busi- pecially after having taken a slight deness and they are imported into this gree of exercise, and always avoid
country from England.
But there are standing on ice or snow, where tho per.
not as many Russian bristles u,ed here son is exposed to the cold wind.
When going from a warm atmos•
as formerly, for the grel\.t western hog
market of our own country supplies all phere into a cooler one keep the mouth
almost
closed, so that the air may be
that are necessary for the commoner
warmer by its passage through tho nose
kind of brushes.
·'The best bristles iu the world, ex• ere H reaches the lungs..
1 ,pt those supplied in limited
quantity
Keep the back, especial:y betweon
1 y France, come from tho vast fores ts the shoulder blades, well covered; also
~ f northern
Russia,
those of the the chest well protected,
In sleeping
iJkranie being superior to others of in a cold room establish tho habit of
\IJ:iatcountry.
In no other part of the breathing through the nose, and never
Con,,·orld are there such endle3s supplies of with the mouth open.-[Atlanta
mast, canal, berry, and acorn bearing stitution..
!recs. Th~ir area covers thouuads of
A New Use for lllottiug Paper.
l uiles, which are unbroken
forests of
A German papJr say.; that the tol.ow<ak, larch, beech, pine, and other trees ing
proce~s
will
make
blotting
t lint bear and drop the richest food for paper available for making copies of
stvine, which swarm in the woods in a letters:
•'Soak four parts of the best
baif wild state, ~u..1rded and looked niter clear glue in a mixture of five parts of
by swine herds as wild as tha hogs pure water and three parts of arr:monia
themselves.
It is not there, and in that liquor until the glue is disso:ved, and
state of savagery, that the hogs give up add three parts of granulated su~ar and
their bristles to commerce, but from eight parts of glyceiine, stirring the
these great droves the swine are se- mixture well and letting it come to the
lected for the culture of the bristle boiliog point.
While 1t is bot paint it
crop, for the hogs that are to furnish it with a broad brush on clean, white blot.
are treated and cared for with that end ting paper until the latter is thoroughly
in view. They are brou~ht from the soaked and a thin coating remains on
northern wilds and •pastured' near the the surface.
Let it dry for two or three
great tallow factories of Ru:isia. They d:lys. The writing to be copied must
arc fed at certain seasons on the refuse be done with ordinary aniline ii.:k, and
of the tallow factories, which in a short to trans for it the blotting paper should
time puts them in fine condition.
The be wet with a sponge, and then, after
bristle crop is gathered in the summer it ha-; stood l or n. minute or two, the
time, after the hogs have been fed for latter should be pressed down softly
months on the tallow refuse, and are upon the dam;> surface. Arter a few
enormously fat, and in the desired con- mom en ts it can be taken off, and there
dition for plucking-- ..for ij.ussian bris• will be an impress ion on the blotting
tie, are not the yield of dead hogs, but paper from which several copies can be
are 'live· like live goose feathers. The taken and which can be partially reswine are driven into enclosures until newed when the impres~ions grow faint
they are packed
in like sardines
by dampening
the b:otting
paper
in a box. They plunge end kick and again."
squeal
in
their
close
quarters
A Race of M:nl'dcrers.
until
they
are
heated
to
a
Theso mountaini have ulways, until
feverish condition
of blood. That,
together with the condition o[ fatness the past year or two, been the range of
they aro io, seems to loosen the roots of a band of Iuchans in the territory. !fore
it was that old ~una ui,ed to leavJ his
the bristles, and the bristlc•pluckers
pull them out more easily than. a woman yearly trail of desolation and death.
can remove the feathers from a goose. ,vhcn h1J finally got bis infernal old
Apparently the pulling out of the bris- throat cut Geronimo took up the tomatles is attended with no pnin whatever hawk and kui'.·e and kept the trail
With an armed party of ten I
to the hog. ,Nhen the hogs aro al bloody.
plucked they are turned loose and arc rode thron!!h thh cou::itry to the Black
,ve pickod up thirtyat liberty to run at large in their pas- range rn 1SS2.
tures until they grow a new crop of the five bodies that had been murdered.
material for which they :re kept, aml ,vo rode at night and kept the rocks
and brush in the daytime.
When I was
tho time arrives for tnllow-fattening
them again for ihe next plucking. Dris- a. g-ood many years younger I used to
tlcs from ho~s of Northern Russia al- hear a whole lot of bosh about the
They are a
ways have at the roots iittlo tufts of bravery of the lndianc;.
soft wool, which underlies the roots in OWJ.rd ly lot of murderers and nothing
the hog's neck, 1t is supposed for tho ehe.
Nobody ever heard of a gang of
purpose of protecting- them from the cutthroats
attacking a party where the
rigorous weather of that region.
odds, numbers or chances were even.
"France and Germany supply a small They won't fi~ht at
night
unless
but valuable share of the bri'lt~es used you surprise them in theircamp.-[New
j)foxico
Letter.
fo tho trade.
The Germ m peasants
save every bristle that fnllo from their
Jlow Webster Twice Missed It.
hogs, anJ their herds arc watched careThe vice-president is, according to
fully, so that none of the va:uable shedding is lost. They do not ph1ck th!nr roliticia.ns, the most inconsequential
Yet four
hogs alive, but when a pi!{ i, killed the otlico in our government.
have been
first thing done is to secure the bri'ltles. men e!ccted vice-president
Collectors qo about tho country at req- made presidents through the death ol
ular intervals purch:1.sing th'J bristle tho executive with whom they were
Daniel \Vebster, though alboardings of the pc~sant;:i. Germany chosen.
w:iys desiriu~ the presidency,
twice
rroduces more bristles than France,
missod
it
through
bis unwillingness to
but those of the latter country exceed
take
the
lower
office.
Thurlow
Weed
all others in value, althou~h it ha'3 long
been conjecturc<l in the trade that urged \Vebster to take the nomination
a
large
portion
of the bri.itleg uader Harrison, and a.~ain when Taylor
sold as French arc really the Russian was nominated, but ho refu~ed, as be•
Then. in each case
article, manipulated by processes known neath his dignity.
was proonly to l!.,rench Lristlo <.foalcrs. French as when the vice-president
moted by the death of the !:-Uperioroffibnstles
aro the white\
beautifully
cer, \Vebster went into the cabinet as
dressed ones of which choice bru,hes
for artists arn..l paintcr.i are mndc. ~ecretary of state, feclin~. probnb!y,
~lnny so-called cumel's hair brm1hes that but for his pride he mhtht have
are simply fhe French bristles, which been himself sci ecbng the cabinet inpossess all tbe softness nt tho extremi- stead of being a part of it.-fBo3ton
ties and that 11ecuiar sprinqiness that Budget.
make the camel'!" hnir so valuable.''
To Save Doctor's llills.
Never go to bed with cold or damp
feet.
Never lcn.n with the bnck upon anything that is cold.
Never begin a jonrnc)" until the
breakfast hP..sbet.!11eaten.
After cx..:rci..;eof any ldnd never rid.a
in au open carrin.Q"C or ocmr the window
of a car for n moment; it is dangerouq
to health or oven life.
Never <im;.; re_.:.{ularbathing-, for, unless the skin is in regular condition, the
cold will close tho pores and iavor congestlnr flt nthcr diseases..

QUAINT AND CURIOUIL
A Baltimore lawyer has indulged in
& spoech 85 hours long.
Insurance was in general use in Ihly,
1194, and England, 1560.
At Monersville, Penn., Jove's thun•
derbolt deigned to kill a cat.
Clans are sail to have arhen in Scotland in the reign of King Malcolm II.
about 1008.

HARDWARE,

R.F.& B.RAILROAD.

ETC.

TIME-TABLE.-Io Effect Jone 25, '88.

GOING

I hereby announce to the people of
Canton and vicinity that in addition
to my large stock of goods previously advertised in these columns, I have
recently added a good line of

GOING

NORTH.
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FISHINGTACKLE,

A wide-awake New York restaurant
advertises: '•A campaign button with consisting of Bamboo Fishing Poles,
every twenty-five cznt order.''
Jointed Rods, cotton, linen, and silk
Jules :Marcon, a geologist, says .A.mer• Lines, Trout, Pickerel, and Bass Fly
ica owes its name to an Iodiau word and Sf,oon Hooks, Reels, Bait Boxes,
Black Fly Cream, etc.
I ha,·e about
Mgnifying "lhe land of winds."
six thousand hooks of various kinds,
B'ack Friday, so-called was Scptem ..
sizes and styles to select from.
Also
ber 24, 1869, and was caused by the
cornering of the gold market by "Jim''
Fisk.

SOUTH.

Lvc, A. :-,1.-,tXD "1AIL
Lve,
--..1xn MAll.
G!liit:l"tvTITc.
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Canton,
5 oo 9 1 Boston,
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1trnrnad,
5 20 9 24 Port~:md,G.T.;
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Rosto_n .._

1 1: 4 4_5Gilbcrtvi!lc,
·I. .\$
.:fr'fr,1ins slop only on !--.ign:tl.
4..-The o.lOA. "· train from C:inton co1111ect. at
\kch:mic- F;d]i. with F:t,;t Exprc:.,
arriYi11g in
.:\1ontrcal S.15 ,;•tnu! cvening-.

S'r.\.GE CO~NECTIO:'liS.
AT ,vEsi- \h:-.o·r.-lhily,with
m:'lil train,for llcbron Acndl'my, 3 1,2 miles.
AT Bt·C'KTIF.:J.D.-D,1ily,
with rn:iil train, for
Chase's ~\lills 4 miks, Turner 6 miles, ;\o. Duck.
field 3 mill::;, and \\'est Sumner 7 miles.
AT CA;,;Tn'.':.-D:1ilv, with mail train, for East
Peru 5 mil~•:;, ,\·e,-t 1•er1110 miles,Di.'-ticld 10 mili.:!- 1

..

SCREEN
DOORS
AND
WINDOWS,

The smallest baby yet is ~Ii,s ~Iinzio
of Chicago. who brou:tht into thi-1 v.de made up ready for use, \Vindow
of tears just thirteen ounces of flesh and !:::,creen frames to cut and fit any ~ize
blood,
with m:til train, for
of windows,
and a large stock of .A·r G11.11£-:1nTILLI:.:.-D:11ly,
Canton Point 1 1-,i. milt.:s.
Boots are said to havd bee:1 the in- \Vire Screen Cloth, in all !Sizes, from
24
to
36
inches.
vention of the Carians.
They wertJ
mentioned by Homer, 907 B. C., and
Also the Pcrn·, U. T. K., Spring
frequently by Roman hbtorians.
Dtirin•~Junl·,Jnlv,
,\u!!n~t ;md Sl•ptcmlwr, (011
Tooth and 0. K.
A Louisville lady, whose stomach ut1
terly refused food, was kept alivo tor
iston 5.10, Portland 5.4=iand Bn,-;tnn 9.30 1'. "II.
months by anointing with grease and HARROWS
ANDCULTIVATORS,
lh'tnrnin~:
Leave \(cchanic Falls n ..~5 P. ,1., nn
;lrrival nf train tm (irand Trunk R:1ilw.1y, and he
oil, from which the skia. ab:Sorbed nudue at Buckfield j,?,0 :Lnd Canton S.IO l'. M.
triment.
the Yankee, 76. and 0. K. Swivel
S.\TVItD..-\Y EXCliHSIO;\;
TICKETS
Out in Delano, Cal, the other day, a Plows, and 0. K. and Buckeye Land will he ;;old ,lt redltct::d r:1tcs, from any !-latinn on
the R. F. ,\: H. to Ll·wii:.ton or Pnrtl:111d,good tn reand turn
black ram was mean enou!{h to chase n Plows, Buckeye Force Pumps,
on same day or :'.\lond:1y following-.
.\ ~pknclid opportunity for Easkrn Oxford pen.
black bear and ru:i him up a tree, where many uther articles too numerous to
plc to makc a businc,-;s or plca,-;urc trip to the city.
he was shot by the gentle shepherd in mention.
L. L. Ll;'\COLS,
Scr-r.
charge of the flock.
Memphis doctors are puzzling ove1
the case of a colored woman, who died
from tho voluntary opening of the skul •
-for which they can find no warrant in
laws of medicine or anato!lly.
Go to Hou,e-hton's for Haby Carriagc!s.
Ventura County, Cat, contains browi:
Children's Carts, Exp1·es~ Wagons and
stone enough to re build the great wail Doll Carriages.
a,
of China, oil enough to float the vesaels
The ·Monitor Oil Stove, nt l loughton 'i:;.,
:,
-,
needed for its transportation,
ac.d lime will save its cost in fuel in on!! !>t.!ason.
enough to mako the mortar to build the
wall.
Please call and see the abo\"c goods t,,
George Doster, ot Am~ricus, Ga.., re .. and get prices.
ports that a catfish which he caught
eleven years ago. and dropped into an
unused well, is now over three feet
long, with a mouth like a bull's, and
will be, when fattened, fine eating.
The finest theatre in the world is the
La Scala at Milan. The sta~e ii 150
feet deep, and there are six ticr:i 01
boxes. The largest edifice in the world
i~ the Colosseum at Rome. It took 60, ..
000 Jew3 ten years to build it, in honor
DIXFIELD,
MAT);E.
of Titus. Its seating capacity was 87, ..
000.
--Dealer
inFrank DJ.shoo, while at L1ke Minne-

~tx):}~i~~f~~{;~:~;;;;~~~:.~~\~
Special
Summer
Arran[ement.

~:r;]t:i~:gf
t\?:;ir,:~i;:;~:
1J.;f
:fl~\f
~~-~:g

,.

Standard
andWilliams
& Clark
FEll1!I/5.IZ6lfS~

,_

tonka, Minn., in looking for frogs for
bait, caught one which a scientist, who
happened to see it, paid $1 for. The
peculiarity of the frog was that it ha.d
no left eye nor a plaC3 for one, and tho
man who bou:;ht it will have it stuffe<l
and. exhibit it as a curiosity.
'l'he origin of ''God Save the Queen"
is a very much disputed matter. It
would seem, however, that both the air
and words were composed with very
little aluration as they now stand, for
the marriage of King Henry VIL with
Elizabeth of York. The composer wai
a smger of St. Paul's Cathedral.
The
tune is very similar to that of the Euglish national tune there.
W. :Mosley. at Qui::icy, :?tfoss., notic~c!
thnt his b:iest dog was a1lmg 1 and in a:
shQ:tt time the ammal Wa.3 frothing at
the mouth. and gnve other evidences of
being affected with hydrophobio and
tried to Lite everything that came b
his way. lllr. Mosley havbg heard that
water thr:own ou a mad dog would have
a pecujar effect, h:1 obtained a -Luck.et
of water and dashed it on the animal,
and in less than five minptcs the dog
was dead.

------

A Mighty Mass or Steel.
The stern post of the Sa.!l. Francisco,
"Cruiser No. 5," which was ca.st, and,
so far as known, successful:y, at the
Union iron works, will wei~h rnmethin~ more than 21,000 pounds, exceeding- the weight of the sternpost of the
Charleston by 0000 pounds,
Something like 30. 000 p{.;uuds of molten
2tecl was ruu mto the groat mold constructed in the floor of the castingroom, which allowed, of course, for a
considerable overflow, which is always
deemed advisable.
It will tuke fully b
week to cool tho great mass of iron sufficiently for cx:tmi ..ation, but so fnr as
known the c:istin~ was successfut[San Franci~co Examiner.
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CROCERIES

Grover
Cleveland

BOOTS
& SHOES)

full and complete fl'Ot11 hit boyhood to hit nomloatlon In St.
.toul•, with pe,.0011,I remlnluencea, Incident& and aMcdotn.
Profute.l llhatrated with •tee!
rtrala and wood eng.-avlng1.
T
full andcomple1a

Cont·ectionery,
Fancy Gootls,
Je,vch·y, Etc.
W11en in nce,l of GOOD GOODS AT
FAil{ PRfCE3, g1vr rne a rail. lt will
l>e for your intcn'i'-t. :.tswell as n1ine1 to llO
so. :Xo trouble to ~how goods, even if
you c.lon·t.want to f)nrcha~~.

Notice
Is hereby given that the unders.igned has
sole: out his interest in the manufacture of
dowels, curtain poles, etc., at \Vest Sumner, to E. A. Harlow, to w·hom all de·
mand!against Chandler & Bosworth
!--.houldbe presented for settlement. The
undersigned will not be responsible for
any demands against the firm.
}Al\lES D. BOSWORTH
E. Sumner, July 9, '88.
3t28

\V estb1•ook
CIIE~IICALS,
PJf.,\lUIACEUTICAL

PREP.\R.\T1O:'\"S,

PROPRIETARY
MEDICINES,
&c,
A FULL

LI);E

Sen1ina1•y

and Female College, Deering, l\fe.
Boarding and Da_r School with excellent
accotnodations. Fall term Opt!ns Sept. 4,
188S. For further information addre::;s the
president,
J.P. \VEsTOX, D. D.,
6t30
Deering, Mc.

OF

Artist's Materials.

A. S. HATHAWAY,
Gen.
Insurance
&Real
Estate
Amt.
CA>ITO :-,;, ~IE.

Books. Albums, Fine Stationery, and a
complete line of ·rrusse~, Shoulde1.-Bn-tce!>,
Farm and cit,· property bought and sold.
Bandages, etc. or anything- in the drug
All orders promptly attended to.
6-30
or stationery line, constantly on hand.

A Na1hc Pecan Grove.
Orders by m:\il will receive prompt atColonel Ndson 'fift of Dougherty
tention.
county, Ga., has 10:)0 young pecan
trees now growin~.
These trees came
from the nuts of his large trees that are
now of hu._:-eproportions--from
fo1ty to
fifty feet high aull their wide-spreading
brnncheq cover u circumference of 150
lcet. These trees arc about twenty-five
ye ,r:1 old and fruit most prolifically.
An Open (!nestion.
The nuts are of U!lu-ual sizo an:J. are
"That is rather an expensive U"ill•
Next door to 0. B. & C. II. D,vinal.
g-reitly relishod by all who have ever trella, Dromley. 11
eaten them. The pecan thriv.:s as well
''Yc.i, Darrin!seI~ !~ is the kind othc,t
For the "·indow
and Flower
in our soil and climate as the hfokor7, pt::ople appropriate.''
G"nlen.
XEW
CATALOGUE
the nalive gro,,.th of ,that famil;y in tlas
",Just what I thought,
Bromle:r; giving directions for culture, mw.iled
Addms
O.M.RICHARDSON,FLORIST,CANTDN,ME,
sect.ioG..
whose ia itr''

NOTICE.
All parties having claims against the ei.:ta~e of Tristram Libbey, lately deceased,
will plea!-.epresent them to Hiram A. Ellis
of Canton, for con~ideration.

Physicians
Prescriptions
aSpecialty.

\ViLLJ.\;11

LIBBEY,

In bd1alf of the hcir:'i.

~BUTTER
:\IAKER~
can get waxed paper for wrapping butter balli'>for mark,•t,
at the T1:LEPHO~E oflice. Only~_:;cti:..for
enough tor 100 ball" of butter.
(tf.)

MERRILL
&DENNING
Mechanic Falls.

PLANTS

Dr. Foote's lfand-book of Health Hints
and Ready Recipes, uS pages, price 25 cts.
At the TELEPHONE Otlice, Canton, Me.

FREE

~:\Ierchant:-;
::;hould buy their \Vrapping Paper, Twine and Paper Bags, at the
TELEPHO~E
office, Canton.

....
.J

THE HOUSEHOLD.

..

,.

A WoRx ,vmsK BROOM-Cleansed with
boiling water and kept about the kitchen
sink ,,.,·ill be found handy for n \·ariety of
Bring )e here your ~kill artistic,
u::ces, irnch as cleansing
milk strainers
Bring ye here in\'ention's stride;
\vhich .have become clogged, hon-e-r;1dish
\Veave with beauty, rare and my~tic,
graters, &c., After the artic!eti have been
l\Iany a homely task be:,;id.e. wai-hert and arc thoroughly dry gather the
But bcwa:-c, no scorning dare,
ends of the bru;;h closely in the hand, and
\Vhile, albeit, ye rest or roam,proceed to brush on both sides when they
1Io:11c is heaven, and h~aven i~ home!
arc quickly freed of particle,;.
-Good llouseheejing.
BLACKl:'\G
STOVF.s.-Aftcr a few years'
use nrn.ny cook stove:; turn red on the top
and refuse to Lake the polii;h. The annoyUSEFULRECEIPTS.
ance may be overcome by adding a fo,.,.
PORK FRIED 1x BATTER.-Slice the pork wood ashes to the polish, wet with water,
about a third of an iuch thick, and take off and proceed to polish a;; usual. It should
the rind. ).lake a hatter of one cup of he ndded only to the top where it burns
flour, one cup of milk, two well-Lcatcn off and docs no harm .
eggs, and one third of a teaspoonful salt,
and one teaspoonful
of baking powder
nUl'RITIOUSFOOD.
sifted with flour. Fry the pork slowly until it looks white and crisp, and dip it inOf all the salts connected with the vital
to the hatter and return to the fryin~ pan, processes, none arc so import;rnt as the
in which the grcai,;e should be hot enoug1i pl_10~phatcs. They enter into the composto fry it quicklJ, giving it a light brown. ILIO!l of the bones, muscles, nerves, brain,
and wherever indeed an important function
Serve at once, and if you are not fond of i,; to be performed, there i;; in\"ariablf
pork you will find it eatable.
Tripe may present a supply of pho:-;phate~. They
are 1wei-ent in all the forms of subi-tantial
be f,ie<l in the same way.
food. Iffoo<l be deficient in pho:,;phatc-.,
IlAM CRO<t..UJ-:TTES.-One cup of ham, it is le.-.s nu,ritiou:-;;
~his significance of
two cups of potatoes, one cup of bread the phospha-.e:,; ii,;a well-rccognizeiJ phrSome forms of fooJ vary
crumbs, one tablespoonful
of butter and iologcal truth.
one egg. Make in b;.ills, roll in bread in the an,ount ,,f phosphate:-; they contain;
and in the seperation of bran from flour,
crumbs, and fry in hot lard.
we le::;sen its ,·alue as a source of nutritious
to the
MOLASSES BuTTF.R SCOTCH,-One cup food, in some degree proportioned
pho:.,;phatcs which are withdrawn.
of New Orleans molasses, one cup of
This fact attracted the attention of Probrown sugar,
one-half
cup of butter. fessor Horsford, !-ome yc•u·,4ago, and led
Boil until it snaps when dropped intoco1d to many researches anc! exhaustive experiment" in the direction of providing for
water.
the rcstor:ition of the phOf..phates to the
STEWED IIA11nocK.-Place the haddock good ofe"ery day life, in t,;ome prncticable
lt \\·as thus that
in ::1 pan of salted water, and simma one and economical manner.
hour. Lay the fish, minus the head, on a hi,; idea was conceived of prnducing a
preparation that contained in itself the replatter; pour o,·er it ·drawn butter; then quired pho~phates, and also the powt:r to
spread with mashed potat?es enough to act ai:-:1 ,cuperior substitute for c1·eam tarcoyer it nicely. O,·er the potatoes spread tar, ordinary baking po,\·ders, etc., for
the whites of four eggs. Put in the oven the purpose of rai,cing bread, biscuit, etc.,
thus replacing in the flour the vital prinand bake a light brown.
_t.iple of which has been depri\ed,
in a
manner.
The
POTATO PuFFS.-Boil
and mash the po- ~imple and inexpen~ive
tatoes. and while hot make into balls the subject-..rn.:; made a life-study with him,
and no one will begrudge 11rm the wonsize of a large egg. Butter a tin sheet, derful succe:-.s that attended hi:,;.efforts.
brush o,·er the balls with the yolk of an
egg and brown them quickly in a hot ovDestructi7.'P. to /Iousehold P,~st..,.-Salt
en, which will take from fi\'e to ten minute:.. Slip them from the tin with a knife scattered freely over the floor:; of a ho use,
swept into the cracks and allowed to reto hot platter and sen·e at once.
main there will exterminate
bedbugs; a
READY-MADE)1USTARD.-Iloil one quart
bedstead thoroughly washed in a strong
of vinegar, dissol"e in it three ounce:; of
brine and e,·err c1e,·ice filled with salt,
salt, peur it upon two ounces of i:;craped
and salt freely e.catterecl under every slat,
hor~e-radish in an earthen jar, cover the
the slats soaked in brine, will surely put
jar closely, let it stand twenty-four hour~,
an end to them. This receipt ha:; been
strain, and by degrees mix in one pound
tested in a hotel in Oregon that wus literof the be::;t mustard,
put it in a ,\idcally ali,·e with them. The salt was scatmouthed
bottle
and cork it clo:.,;cly.
tered over the floors and for a few days,
,vhenever a little is taken out for ui:;~, ,,·hile the atmosphere was drx, it appear..::d
cork the bottle immediately.
to have no effect on them; then came a
FRI,:xc11 STRAws.-Eight
eggs, ten drizzling rain for two or three days, the
ounces of sugar, flour sufficient to form a dampness melted the salt, and all the bugs
in the house -t-warmed to the outside and
dough, half a teaspoonful of cinnamon
and nutmeg, mixed.
Beat the cg" \·en remained there in rows close to the battens.
I believe t'1ere wen! twenty thouf..thick, add the sugar, spice and fl~ur t~
make a dough.
Roll it about half an and of them of all shades and ::;izes. Iminch thick, cut it in slips the length of mediately a brine \\"as made strong enough
your finger, gi\·e each one a twist, and to bear up an egg and used profusely on
drop them in boiling lard. ,vhen cool,si.~ beds and turniture and not a bedbug was
white sugar over them.
seen in!<ide the house for three _year~ the
IloRsE-R.\DISH SAt:CE.-As
an' addi- narrator rcmaint!d there. Those that were
tron to cold roast beef there is nothing dri'"en to the outside of the house remainmore delicious than a sauce made in the ed s~ationary in rows and finally dropped
following manner:
Grate finely two to the ground dead.
1\Iy mother, an old N"ew England housegood sized sticks of hor~c-radish.
In a
~epcrate bowl. put a half a pint of thick keeper says, "no in--ect which crawl:.,; can
cream, one teaspoonful of mixed mu~tard, live under the application of hot alum wasnit and pepper to t.aste. Adel vinegar slo,\- 'er. It wit: destroy red and black ants,
1}', stirring constantly until the mixture is cockroaches, spiders, bedbugs and all the
pests which infe$t
thin. Put in the horse-radh;h and set in myriad:; of crawling
our houses during the heated term. Take
a cool place for an hour bt::fore using.
two pounds of alum and diS$Olve it in
RrcE CwPs.-Boil a quart of milk, and
three or four q•.tarls of boiling wattr, let it
mix with it three tablespoonful
of rice
stand on the sto,·e until the alum i$ all
flour made smooth in a little cold milk.
,\.hen it has boiled fifteen minutes, put melted, then apply it with a brush while
nearly boiling hot to eYery joint and cretwo ounces of butter.
Have _your cups
vice in your closets, bedsteads, pantry
rini:-ed in cold water and pour in the mixsheh·es and the crevice in the skirting or
tme; when cold they may be turned out
mopboards if you suspect t.hat they harand will retain their forms. They maybe
bor ,·ermin.-Jlrs.
Ruth Potte1- iu Good
surrounded with boiled cu:5tard, and will
/louse/.·ecpiug.
look like hillo of ~now.- TVoma11.
CoFFEEJr.:LLY.-One
quart of strong.
hot coffee. one-half box: gelatine dissolved
in ,rnter; sweeten to taste, :;train through
a musl.n bag and put into a mould.
Sen-c with whipped cream.-The
IlousehFJld Comfanio11.
llow
To BGTTFR
.\KO
RoLL BREAD.Cut off all the crust ofa loafoffre::;h bread.
Spread a thin bycr of butter on one end
of the loaf, cut off this buttered end in a,;
thin a slice as po!-sible; roll up this .slice,
ha Ying the bullez·ed side inward, and bv
it on a napkin.
Continue bulterin~ and
making the rolls until nearly al! the loaf
has been used. Draw the ~iapkin firmly
arnund the rolled bread, and pin it. Put
it in a cold place for se,·ernl hours. Rolled
bread is nice to serve with raw oysters, or
at a ;;upper or luncheon party.-M,:~s
Parloa's A-itchen Companion

Lt":\JPY GR.\\"Y-~fav
be avoided bv
drawjng the s~wcepan ~ontaining it to ;l
cooler portion of tRe sto\·c, and adding
the thickening on! v after ii has ceased
boiling, when it m;y be brought forward
to boil. If the thickening is added while
boiling the flour cooks instantly it touches
the boiling liquid-thus
producing lumps
of cooked flour. The same care should be
observed in making !?lane-mange, starch,
flour paste, &c.

An Exphnation.

I

tea grows stronger as you proceed, bestow
the poorest cup upon the greatest &trangcr,
and gh·e the strongest to a very young
member of the family, who would helter
off without any.
\\'here se,·eral cups of
equal strength arc wanted _you shon!d
pour a little into each_ and then go back,
inver,ing the order !l"- you till them so,anc.l
the strength will be apportioned properly.
This is so well unden,tood
in England,
that zi.n experienced ponrer of tea waits
till all the cups of the company are returned to her before she fills any the seconu
time, that thcr may all ~hare alike.
_______
_

Curt1s D!pht!lerln.,

-AND-

EXTERNAL
USE.

Croup, Asthma,

Bronchitis,

Neuralgia,

Pnoumonia.,

Rbeumatl8m,

Bleeding

at th&

~.~;~•;,~;::,:•n;~·A·
InfiuenzaN. HacklngoCough,DWhooplnyg
CougbN, Cam,h,[Cholo~:~:~~:,:~
Dr.~:~:
arrnam,
Kidney
ma.Hon of very
Troubles,
and
great value.
lllvSpina.l
Diseases.
orybody
eb ould
Wewlllsendfree,
.
have this book.
postpaid,
to all
•
and
those
who
who
aeno
their
send
for It will
na.mee, an Illus
ever after
thank
tra.ted
Pamphlet
their lucky stars.
All who buy or order direct from us, and request it, shn.11 receive a certificate
that the money sh:'.1.ll
be refunded If not abundantly
sn.tlsfl.ed. Retail price, 36 cts.; 6 bottles, $2.00.
Express prepaid to
any part.of the United States or Canada.
I, S. JOHNSON& CO., P.O. Box 2118, Boston, Mass.
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\\'hen stung by a bee or a wa:-;p, make a
pa!-ilc of common earth and wat1.::r,put on
the place at one~ and cover with a cloth.
For a cold on the che~t, a flannel rag
EVER KNOWN.
wrnng out in boiling water and sprinkled
with turpentine, laid on the che!St gi\'CS
the greatest relief.
\Vhen a felon fir-:;t begin$ to make its
appearance, take a lemon, cut off one end,
put the finger in, and the longer it is kept
A!rnounce the arri,·al of their FALL and \VIXTER
there, the better.
F'or a er-ugh, boil one ounce of flaxseed
in a pint of water, ~train and add a little
honey, one ounce of rock candy, and the
juice of three lemon$ i mix and boil well.
Drink as hot as possible.
Often after cooking a meal a person
will feel tired and ha.ve no appetite; for
Our line of Clothing is far ahead of any we ha,·e ever before shown, including
this beat a raw egg until light, stir in a many noveltie:-. that ha\·e appeared in the market n:ccntl_y.
little milk and i:.ugar, and season with nut"~e would call particular attention to our
meg. Drink half an hour before eating.
F'or a burn or scald, make a pa.ste of
common baking soda and water, apply at
one..::and cover with a linen cloth.
When
Including Plaids, Pin Check!'l, and Homespuns.
\Ve have also received 100
the ,;kin is broken, apply the white of an different styles in Pattern Print:-:, in all the new Fall shades and this i~ a good time
egg with a feather; this gi,·es instant re- to select from a full stock.
lief as it keeps the air from the flesh.
Our line of Boots and Shoes is complete and we think we can suit you.
We
\Ve h:i.\"e also the
At the first signs of a ring-round, take a have the best French Kid Boot to be found this side of the city.
P..::rkins'
Dri\"ing
Boot,
the
best
and
cheapest
boot
for
every
day
wear
that
is
made.
cupful of wood<l!Shes. put in a pan with a

MOSTw;;DERFUL
FAMILYREMEDY

CHILDS& STAPLESJGILBERTVILLE,

Stock of CLOTHINC,

GENTS'FURNISHINGS,BOOTS& SHOES
DRY& FANCYGOODS:
ETC,

cooos,

New Line of DRESS

IN

quart of cold water, put the pan on the
::.tovc, put _yoar finger in the pan, keep it
there until the \\·ater begins to boil, or as \Ve ha,·e a full t-tock.
\Vhcn In want.of Flour buy "Sih·er Leaf"
long as it can be borne. Repeat once or the be:c-te,·er sold in Canton.
Thanking
you
all
for
your patronage in the past, and asking
twice ifnecessary.-Good
lloustkerji11g.
future, we remain,
Obediently Yours,

Full Patent Flour
for a trial

in the·

Givethe Mena Chance.
:\[en cannot be chindrous and self-denying if women do not give them opporlunitic:-;. They should gi\·e them every chance
to cultivate these noble qualities.
In~tead
of this, some fondlJ foolish wi,·es encourage their husbands in rudenesi,; an<i sel
fbhness by not demanding,
and e\·en in:o:isting upon that attention, consideration
and ht:lp which every woman, much more
a,. ifo,may claim from a man. Sometimes
it is a woman's "highest
pleasure"
to
share all her husband's burdens.
To secure this highe::;t pleai:;ure, she makes the
husba!'ld whom God ha~ gh·t:n her wea~,
inefficient, and childi1,;hly t-elfish. True
conjugal happiness is found, not in taking
burdens from one to cumber the other,but
in united efforts-efforts
which arc the
best possible dh.:cipline of characte .

SAFEANDEFFECTIVE.
BRANDRETJl°s P1LLS are the safest and
mo<.;teffective remedy fr-,r Indige~tion, Irregularity of the Bowels, Constipation,
Biliousness, IIeadache, Dizziness,:\lalaria,
or any disease ari~ing from an impure
state of the blood. They ha\·e been in
use in this country for O\'er fifty years,and
the thou<.;and of unimpeachable testimonials from those who h.'1.ve used them, and
their const:rntly increasing s:de, is incontrov,:rtible evidence that they perform ail
that is claimed for them.
BRA);DRETH's P1LL:s are purely vegetable, absolute!_,; harm:esr; and safe to take
at nny time.
Sold in every drug and medicine store,
eith.er plain or sugar-coatt!d.
HOl;SEflOLD l!DITS.
A quick way to heal a cut or wound is
to give it a good coating of shellac.
Cobweb:- bound on a bleeding wound
will check the bleeding, and sen-e as a
healing dressing.
Duckwheat fritters are much nicer mixed with water, in which pared potatoe1,,
haYe been boiled.
Pam bus plumes can be waRhed with
soap sucb, tl\en thoroughly
rin.'sed. Care
should be taken to rub the soap and the
hand toward the tips of the plumes. Shake
and dry in the air.
Syrup for cough and cold.-Stecp
three
or four mullein leaye::; in a pint of water,
and add to it a i-poonful of sugar-simmer
to a thin syrup. 'fake a spoonful as often
as inclined to cough.

hat is this "nen·ous
trouble" with
which so many seem now to be afHicted?
1f you will remember a few years ago the
word Malaria was comparatively unknown.
-to-da\" it is as common as any word in
the Eni;li!-;h language, yet thi~ word CO\'en; only themcaningof:1.notherw1,,trd
u:-;ed
by our forefathers in times pa1-t. So it is
with nervous disea,ces, as they and i\Ialafia are intended to cover what our grnndfathers called Biliousness,
and all arc
caused ln· trnubles that :u-i,;e from a disea~ed coi'1ditio11 of the Liver which in performing it:.- funclions, finding it cannot
dispose of the bile through the ordinary
channel, is compelled to pass it off through
the system, causing ner\"OUS troubles, Malaria, Bilious F'e"er, etc. ,.You who are
suffering can well appreciate a cure. \Ve
An Au:;trnlian housekeeper who has
recommenC Green's August Flower. Its
been unable to solve the servant question,
cures are man-clous.
eow4-4
suggests that advertisements
for help
\VantedThere is more to be learned about pour- should be worded as follows:
ing tea and coffee than most people are A well beha,·ed and likely appearing famwilling to believe. If those decoctions are ily consisting ofa man and his wife, (no
made at the table. which is by far the best children nor dogs) who ca.n give the best
of references from their last coachmau
way, they require experience, judgment
and exactnesc:; if they are brought on the crave a situation with a cook; work not so
place;
table ready-made, it stiJJ requires judg- much of an object as a permanent
tr,ent so to apportion them that they shall the family would like an occasional evenprove suflicient in quantity for the family, ing out, but would not insist that their
and that the. elder members shall have the souls were their own if the cook objected;
stronger cups.
Often persons pour out can be seen at cook's conYenience.
Ad~
tea. who, not being at all aware that the dress "\Vorms of the Dust. ' 1
\\. 1

0
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FOR
INTERNAL

A BOOM

NEW

On

S,Yift

Ri,,..cr

ArriYal of Glassware ..that
takes the lead.

to keep the logs from going past
Mexico Corner.
Another boom at
Mexico to keep the trac.le from going
past that hamlet. See it and believe
it. Kobby suits, spring overcoats,
NOBBY STYLES.
solid pants, hammock
hats, "biled"
shirts, summer undcn,vear, summer
shawls, lawns, muslins, cambrics,
prints, baying tools, farm implements, churns, baskets, butter molds,
patent medicines, \Valier A. \Voocl
mowers, Champion
horse rakes,
Thomas hors'i rakes, Iron Age horse
hoes, harrows.
Don't
forget ahout
the Yankee plows. Those or the
1 pt., 1qt. and 2qt.
"0. K.'s" are the best plows made.
One-horse, side hill "Yankee" for
Something new. \.,..ou should ex• light work. A large and complete
amine them before canning your ber- stock of foot wear for men, women
and children; large Yaricty of all
ries.
kinds. Large sizec.l hats, suits, and
shoes and boots always on hand.
Respectfu!ly,
Quite a good stock of hardwarecrockery, glass, stone aud tin ware.
Paper hangings, wall pqper, curtains
J.H.HAMLIN
and border. Paints, oils and dryers,
ready mixed paints. Flour. Nice
CANTOX,
l\lAINE, grac.le
teas and coffees. Complete
stock of groceries.
Brown bread,
johnny cake, fritter and cream biscuit
ready prepared mixtures.
Don't
stop to see if there is anything left
out. If in want of anything a storekeeper ought to have, c,,ll anc.l I will
try to find it. All goods sold at low
prices. A full and complete stock.
Nearly everything in it.

Fruit
Jars!

HENRYW, PARK, MEXICO,
l\lcxico, May 1st. 188S.
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AGENTS\ !ENTIRELY
WANTED
s~~L INEW
BOOK
TO

Also Musical
LITTLE

Instruments

ARCADE,

and :Mdse.

CANTON,

The most wonderfully complete collection of the
obsolutdy uuful and practical which has ever hccn
published in anv nation on the _g-Johe, A 111trt''l. 1d of

ME.

e1r::~:~;a1~d
~~~~

Th8
Crsam
ofAllBooks
ofA.oventurn

~;c~t;(_l,:;& \-~~m~~~i1:~a~~~:~Jc~:i;;;~y

Condensed

~~:!-~~~:~i,ifr~1~~:~i~~:c:~nl1c/~Z{~~,~;;~~j~~~;.Xo:f;~

into One Volume.
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PIONEER~DAR'NG

;t~;
~~k:';~·;i1~\fi:'g1li'd~;i~l:;1\71~
~\~~,~~~~it.rt~
d\lY:-.'time Ki,·cu agent:; without capital.

HE RO ESdDEEDS.
The thr_illi~g ad\"ellt~1ru; of_all the.J1c-ro explorers
and frontier hghtcrs with Indians, outlaws and wild
hcasts, over our whole country, from the earliest
times t~ thc_prescnt,
Lives :ma famous exploits of

SCA:\1::\tELL&CO.,
6m6

A.
1~~1:~~~: g~;~t};:
g~!°~~ttn~~,~:~:
rt~~:~~:
r~;:~~.
ni:i.Joc, ""ild Bill, Buffalo llill, Generals J.files and

CANTON,

Crnok, ,e;rcat Indian Chief,;, and scores of others.
Spl,·ml1dly
I//ustratrd
with 220 line cn~raving-s,
A9E::\'TS
\VA~TED.
Low priced rrncl beats any.
1
1
~~l~r~ f~~ds.T
~c,~ts

FISH

Box&J71,
Philadelphia,

P:1..

,v. ELLIS,
MAI::SE.

PANITING

On tin or Cardboard,
at reasonable
price::;.-$r to $5, according size of fish.
DIRECTIONS.-Draft the outline of the
fish on paper and send by mail, giving its
name and weight. and address of sender,
and I will send painting by Exp. C. 0. D.
TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
CARRIAGES.-All
wanting carriagcR
I hn.ve Peerless and Stanley organ w11ich painted this Spring should bring them to
Iseli at reasonable prices; warranted for me immediately, to avoid delars.
five years. 'I1nose n want of an organ or
piano will do we!) to call on or address
wanted.
the above.
These org1fiis-are well made
.
in every respect,quick
in acLion,brilllant
Poplar v:ood,_ spht and peeled.
For
in tone, and voiced so they are easy to terms, etc. mqu ire at the office of
24tf
sing with.
1'hey arc second to none.
POLAND PAPER Co., Gilbertville, r.1e.

~f

l~L,~~l?l!URt~ci
.~'B~~

6m6

E. W. ALLEN,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Canton.
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to swallow his money. Nor is thc'.e II,
biously returned his wife, "but I don't wire so as to ~wist the stem the way it 1
stock market to lead the years savmgs
sec
how
you
can
avoid
it."
didn't
want
to
go.
into uncertain and leaky chanuels whence
One sought a place to do a crime
"He needn't be a very large boy," conMollie renewed her thanks, and then, A SPECK OP LAND BELONGING TO they are not recovered.
So lone, not even God should be awaJ'e.
tinned Mr. Ramsden, "but he must be after a brief survey of the sunshiny
THE UNITED STATES,
Granted the..annual surplus, which is
God gave bis wish and drew aloof;
honest and energetic."
greenhouses, which she already looked
the real miracle, there is no wonder that
Y ~t not alone he found himselt: in proof,
"Papa, am I honest and energetic?" upon with the calmly critical eye of a
the lord of Quiros Island should grow
Since his own soul was there I
asked Mollie, with deep emphasis.
prOfessional, ~he started home, enriched Its Thirty
InhabltantR
Wealthy
rich. Whether he hides his accumula-Arlo Bates, in Scribner.
"Why, daughter, what's troubling by n. httle no~cgay of Roman hyacinths
and
Contented-Isolated
and tions in a stocking or buriesl.hem in the
you f" asked her father, with a smile.
and ~farie Louise violets.
Hard to Find.
soil, converting his little island into a
"VVon't yon try me igstead of a boy 1
That evening there was a lengthy disA San Francisco Olironicle correspond- silver mine no one has found out. Rn•
! do so want to help you," she continued, cussion in the Hnmsden houscho:d. Poor ent has this to say about the little mor that ~ost unreliable historinn has
breathlessly, ''and I shall have to go to Mrs. Ramsden, she wanted to drill Mollie South Sea island of 4,uiros in the Tokelau it that Jennings can put by a good
School was over, and a knot of the school for years and years before I can into a prim l!ttle school ma'am, and here group.
couple of thcusand dollars a year after
61 big girls'' lingered in the
cloak-room, teach, and then perhaps not know was her pert'erse duckling taking to the
For ma.ny years the island lay deserted living in the lap of the South Sea Isl.and
-while they indulged in girlish gossip. enough after all, and you know I can witter in spite of maternal wishes! As of human inhabitants.
If the cocoa luxury, and paying for all the httl&
Hardly to be called gossip, either, for drive about on errands-didn't
I do it for the father, he saw where Mollie's palms had bean destroyed by a hurriccne wants of his own household, and those
they were discussing, with much viva- often for you when you had your store?" talents, as well as inclinations lay, and they grew again. \Vhutever it 3 con- of other members of the family.
H&
city, their hopes and plans for the
uwhy, .Molliet" exclaimed her mother, after a quiet talk with llr. Colby, and dition at the time of its abandonment will before long, be as perplexed with
future.
reprovingly.
some very goo.d advice to Mollie, _the the prolific forces of tropical nature had his "surplus" as is the 'l'reasurer. of the
''I'm going to Vassar," announced
''Little daughter, do you suppose, poor would.be flori st began her apprentice• restored it-or preserved it, as the case United States. Bome fine mornrng he
llelle Maclain, with much dignity. as I am, that I want you to do boy's sh P·
.
.
.
may be-just as typical a "gem of the will think his island too small, will he
"Lots of stylish girls go there, and ma work~" said her father.
.i\wlHelo st a good many illu s ions durrng sea 11 as it was when the ancient navi- for ma.kin$' a change, and will announce- •
1ays it will help me along in society."
But wilful Mollie was not to be re- th e next few m?n th s. She learned th at gator Quiro saw it and fell in love with that this time he would prefer to buy 8
"You're always talking about society pre3sed by .such an argument: she pleaded poetry nnd scnt~ment count for httle,lrn. rd it. Such it was when a wandering New continent.
as if ours weren't good enough for you," for her pet idea-which,
truth to tell, work a nd pr.wheal. know.ledge for D?,Uch, Englander, Eli Jennings by name, seesaid May Webster, with even more dig- she had been revolving in her busy little a nd t bere we.re time~ v.hen she wis~ed ing its capabilities and noting its unocSCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL.
nity than Belle displayed. "I'm going head for some time-until
her parents th at massacrerng aphicles ao<l eapturmg cu pied condition, conceived the idea of
to stay here until I graduate, then 1 shalt finally agreed that she should take upon mealy bugs we:e not a par~ of t~e tra d e. settinO' up a kingdom in the sea all on
One pound of mercury converted into
go to the normal school, and become a her the oJfice of errand girl as soon as And.~he ~as in ,:nuch t.nbulat1on over his o:n account.
.
teacher, and I think I shall he ever so vacation time came. During the inter- her .Maki~g up •.. It wa~ some years
Seeing that the island was gomg a beg- fulminate is sufficient to charge 50,000
percussion
caps.
much more useful than a lady of so- vening months she must work industri- ago th at th1s femrn 11?-8 flon st began ~er ginO' for an owner, that it was a goodly
Paraldehyde is a new sle~p prod~ce~.
dety."
ously at her books; rather a disappoint- career, nnd at th at time a fl~ral design pla~e, and just the right size to mainBelle, who was good.natured, in spite ment to Molly, who hnd hoped for a mu st l>ema.de as s"!oo th ly as if th e flow- tain a family upon in all South sea Its action is quicker than cnloral, 1t. IS
of her vanity, laughed at little May's dig- more speedy delivery from her irksome ers were uoned rnto place •. :M:olhe almndanoe and luxury, Jennings took as safe as the btomides, and is not maity, as she said:
tasks. You see, Mollie was not a book wanted to put th em toge th er m loose possession of it and brouO'ht there his jurious, except when used to excess.
'·Well, i\Iaysie, I guess you'll be use• heroine; though bright and energetic, arti st ir grouping, a nd :Mr. Colby cruelly wife a native of one of th~ islands that
It is estimated that 100 tons can now
ful whether you teach or not. What are she was as wilful as her own curly locks, called ~er work ''scr~ggy."
lie t~ the south of his new abode, his be carried thirteen miles an hour by
you girls going to do i''
whl'Ch no comb could reduce to order,
J\lolhe was a tall gi~l of twenty_ w~en children, and one or two serviceable steamship at a mile cost! including fuel,
"l don't have to work," said Jenn and in her young days she bated every she formed th e bold idea of begmnmg people to work for him.
There he set- insurance, etc., of one•e1ghth of a penny.
Carden/' so I guess I'll have a good time book, save the one great volume nature work on her own account ~s a g~ower of tied, seldom leaving the i5lct; there he
The shore of France is sinking at the
till I get married."
spreads before us, with every changing fl_owers; she wu.s nccompllshed_in prac- reared his family and laid up a reason• rate of seven feet a century. Iu ten cen•
"That's what I'd like todo," pensively seas0n. But she ha•i a tenacity of pur- !lee 88 well as lbeory by th1s time, • nd able amount of wealth and there he turies all the seaports will be UJ?,~erwa!er,
'
remarked a tall girl who was curling pose few girls possess; the work she her first greenhouse,a very modest struc- died.
a.nd Paris itself will be a maritime city.
her ballg before a. cracked piece of look- wished to enter upon was but the first ture, gave her a fragrant crop th at_ she
How the natives found Quiros island
Baron Albe, t Rothschild has expended
ing-glass, "but mamma says I've got to step toward a final purpose, so she went was fully able to harvc.:;:t. 'l'hat srng~e at first or returned to it after wandering
be a music teacher, and I just hate it." back to her books with renewed deter- house grew as well as th e flowers, a nd . it away is a mystery. Navigators of Eu- $401 000 in the purchase aod setting up
of
the largest mirror telescope that has
th
th
"It seems to me girls generally have mination, until her parents congratulated gradually b~came known
at
e qmet ropean race have been known to run for
to do what they don't want to do," said themselves with the mistaken idea that woman flon_st P~~sessed ta st e th ~,t made I it and fail to find it. As you approach been constructed at Paris for the Vienna
observatory.
th
Mollie Rmnsden, illustrating her remark she had forgotten all ahout her odd fancy. h~r decoratwns perfect dreams, as e it nothing appears at first but the tops
Without taking into account the small
by giving 11 Bullion 1s Grammer" a vicious But she had not forgotten it, aud she girls say.
.
of the cocoa.nnt trees, like o. little cloud
shake. ''Here I've got to poke along at came dancing in after school, on theclosNowadays if Y0 ?- go to th e weSt CI:n against the horizon-sea
to the right, variations due to refraction, etc., the
school to see if I can't learn enough to ing day, with an air of exuberant gaiety t?wn wher~ i\lollie made her st nrt in sen to the left and just these palm leaves days ·and nights are always of egual
length at all points on the equator, with-.
sleeping in th; sun.
teach, when I despise grammar and which her mother could easily account hfe, you wt~l see a_h_andsome store-or
rather, _studio, for it is not by any me~ns
You arc quite close to the 1aTJdbefore out regard to the position of the ecliptic.·
'rithmetic, and all these horrid things for.
that I can't remember, and all I want in
If gelatine be suspended in ordina~y
"Please, ma'am, will you give the ero:drn~~lr' ev~yda~ "s~re"1!e~;\nr,
you discern whence these trees spring.
this world is to dig around in the gar- rand boy a jumble/' she began, giving
e sig_n _ary _ams en, ora r IS ·a Not only is there no mountain peak, but alcohol 1t will absorb the water, but as it
den, and make things grow."
hermotheranenergetichugasshespoke.
There is animposmg range of glass, an
there is not so much as a little hill. is insoluble in alcohol that substance will
'•But girls don't do that; it isn't
"I'm glad you are happy, child," saitf a large st aff of workers, men f:nd wo!-11en Pro1ably no part of the land is ten feet remain behind, and thus nearly absolute
lady-like," said Belle. ''Why, you talk Mrs. Ramsden, rather seriously, "but bo th ! a nd o,er th em all presides w~lful above the high tide level, and the differ• alcohol may be obtained without distilas if you would like to work on a farm!" what do you suppose the other girls will .Molhc,now a.cultured woma.nof gracious ence between high tide and low tide is lation.
"I don't wart to grow cabbages and t h.ink of yonr fancy¥''
presence. _We hear often of self-made not worth speaking about. Insio-niticant
The Liverpool and Manchester Ship
O
men; here is a self.made woman, who
.
. h
. h
f h
all those homely things," objected Mol"Why, of course they all think it's f II
d h b t n h h d . ttaiued as is the he,g t, so 1st e extent o t e Canal which is to cost $30,000,000 and
O owe
lie. '•But I do want to grow dear little nice for me to help father," responded
er en un 1 s e a a .
island
You go ashore and boldly be bdilt in seven years,. will be dredged
baby roses and !ilies and those queer, 1\lollie, unconcernedly, "all except Belle, a full measure of s~ccess. A nd if we phng~ into the "interior of the coun• by German dredging machi:iics,. as the
lovely things that grow on trees 'way oil and she doesn't connt, 'cause she thinks c~nnot all be :i\Iolhe Ham~d~1:1s,every trY" You pass by the side of a small English contractor finds nothmg rn Engsomewhere where it's hot."
everything is unladylike except sitting girl amo!lg. u~ has th e possibillty of a lag~on, push on through the groves and land to equal them.
"Those are air plants," said :May, around in fine clothes and doing art career-if it 11 ouly to keep house and suddenly
something
bri 0 ht gleams
In some rifles the bore is twisted.
0
sew on ~uttons bett€1' than any one else. through the trees.
proud of her superior knowledge. ''You needlework.,,
could never grow them, Moliie, you'd
"Well, it's a queer way to spend your -Sunshine.
It is the ocean. You have traversed There is an advantage in this, beca.use it
is supposed to produce a rotation ?f the
have to study years and years till yo, vacation, child, 11 said her mother, Hbut
Life in the Bahamas.
the whole island; itis not a mile across. ball around an axis in the dfrection of
knew all about them."
you'll make up f~r it by working ex~ra
Sponging has all the attractions of. a You turn to the right or left along the
'"Somebody must grow them, or else hard at your 1,ooKSwhen schools begms gambling adventure. Should the cruise beach and presently you find yourself its motion, which overcomes the compression and irregularities in the nir, and
they wouldn't be in the florh.t's window. again."
1 be successful, the profits are large i where you started from, in front of the renders the ball less liable to deviate in
And I don't see why I shouldn't do it as
Mollie smiled to herself, for she had enourrh money mav be made in a short Jennings domicile and beside the fiag~ its path.
well as any one else," answered obsti- decided in her own mind that her re- time 'to iusurt the "'enjoyment of months staff from which, in honor of your visit,
According to Dr. Howship Dickinson,
nate Mollie, ns she gathered up the de-· lease from school would be final, but she of idleness. And idleness is a re11llux- floats the flag of the Cnited States.
spised school books and trotted off, with did not contradwt her mother. And as ury when a man can recline under the LcnO'th and breadth are just about the a furred tonrrue is not necessarily an
a boyish nod of farewell to her compan- time passed on, people became accus- shade of his own guava or orange tree, sam; i that is all there is of Quiros alarming symi)tom. To bOme persons it
is normal to have a clean tongue, and to
ions."
tomed to the sight of a bright-fa"ed and have the latest ncwd from the pass• Island.
4 •,vbat
a boy she is,'' said elegant gir~ w~th 9:mas of rampnnt_brown hair, ing neighbors as they saunter along,
This veritable speck in the ocean is others equally normal to have a coated
Belle, ns she buttoned her gloves.
s~_rmgm~ 1n a~d out~f_adehvery~_wagon their fa.un?rs (rou_nd flat ba_skcts of palm considerably more than 100 miles from ton<rue, so that it is impossible to fix any
"Yes, but she's so good-natured, and with busmess-hke agthty, or takrng or- leaves) piled with glowrna tomatoes, even aay similar speck and much more derr~ee or limit of coating ns a necessary
real clever, though she does hate lessons," ders relative _to eggs and butter with _a large green avocado pears,0 or red and than that from land of any consideralile ac;ompaniroent to perfect health.
returned i\Iay. "She knows all about grave attcn.t1~n worthy of an e~pen- yellow peppers, for sale in town-or else extent. No jsoln.tion coulcl be more perA new methocl of weather prediction
plants and ·where tbey come from, and enced comm1ss1on merchant. 1\foll1e,~,as chew sugar cane or smoke n pipe, as the feet. Out of the orcliuary track of has been discovered by a French phyremembers all . those great long, names wonderfully 1mproved,. everybody _said; spirit moves him, taking no thought for tradinD' vessel~, it ia scarcely ever visited sicist. He has observed that the scinthat won't stay m my head two seconds." she had lost her boyish angularity of the morrow which is pretty sure to be except° by the craft which its present tillations of the stars increase before
Meanwhile sturdy l\Iollie wns trotting manner, and she actually displayed some sunny ancl b:i.lmy as to•dny. Dwcller3 owners annually charter to carry their many storms, indicating disturbance of
home, pausing only before the one store interest in books, to her mother's g.reat in the dark and sombre north can hardly copra to market at Apla and bring back the upper atmosphere hours before the
window she could never pMs without a astonish:nent. Aad ~he was so br1g~t realize the charm and joyousness that theyea.r's supplies for the little settlement. meteorological instruments show any
protracted look-the
florist's.
There and helpful, so full of ideas and enthus1- seem to radiate from earth and air in the Ju-iit once in many years a man-of-war of chanO'e. The fiercer the storm the more
were the usual roses and violets-a. little asm, that eve;n dignified Belle, whose lotus-ea.tina southern c:limes. The mere some nation calls at the is:and, tempted is th~ strength of the scintillations inmass of daphne on a mossy mat: an<l. ambitious began to tend toward that in- sense of ;xistcncc becomes in it,;elf n. probably out of the ordinary cour,;;e of its creased.
some slender spikes of lily of the valley. definite !Vom~n's ~pher~ '_Vhich is al• happiness; one can understand what cruise by the rumor that poultry there is
For several weeks, says the Atlanta
Above, bunches of dried immortellcs, ways written m cap1ta~s, invited her to animals probably feel in pleasant pas- abundant and cheap. Trading ships, Constitutio,1, there have been on exhibiand geometrically shaped grid•uons of one of her own part~cular lun~beo1:1s. tures on brilliant du.ys. Then, as the especially labor vessels, arc by no means tion, in the otllce of the clerk of the Sugreen wire, which, under the florist's But as Mr. Hn~sden s prosperity 1n- sun sinks slowly downward, the golden welcome at Quiros Island unbidden. perior Court samples of pulp made of
ilkillful hands, blossomed out into elab- creased, so that hued help beeame a ne• heaven glows over a rejoicing earth, The presumption is that they do not the hulls and stalks of the cotton plant.
orate designs. Mollie looked and looked, ces-;ity and a• right, :Moll_1ewas seized flushing every moment into richer come there for any good purpose. Be- The pulp is as white as snow and can be
and wished, for the fiftieth time, that with the fear thot s~e might, after. all, beauty beneath tbe departing rays, while sides tliey unsettle the minds of the converted into the finest writing paper.
she had been born a boy, able to dig and be shorn of her d1gn1ty as a busmess rosy Learns of light streaming upward vounger members of the little commun- It is regarded as valuable and is regard
delve with a clear conscience. And then, woman, and brought back to her o!d like so many auroras is a singular and ity.
ed as the oroduct of parts of the cotton
grasping more firmly the despised school- prospects; a scholar now-a
teflcher rn very beautiful effect often to be seen in
..1.,ota dozen years ago a wnnder1ng plant hitherto deemed nlueless.
'books, which persisted in sliding out of the future. She had not by any means a Bahama sunset. When the sun has l,bor vessel lay of the island for a day
What is said to be a satisfactory sub-her hand, she started homeward with a ~iven up her o_rig,inalproject-she gazed set new beauties appear, erery bush and and a niO'ht. Her peop1e were hospitably
stitute for the high-priced gum acacia. is
very sober lace. Home, thoui,h always into the florists wmdow as much as tussock becomiDO'alive with thousands entertai;ed,
and the pro~isions they prepared by Trojanowski by treating the
a place of mutual love and krndlincss, ever, and ~he had me:nagcd to _strike up of fireflies; and O when a silvery green wanted were supplied to them.
"\Vhen
was oppressed with a shodow of anxious an acquamta.1;1,cewith the big, go?d· moon rises in the calm deep sapphire she was gone it was found that no less mucilage of flax.seed with sulphuric
care at this time. ~[ollie could not un- natured \'ropne\or of that ~nchantmg sky, it is difficult to decide wheth~t than three of the islanders had disap- acid i and another, lately patented in
Germany by Schumann, is made from
derstand the trouble with the wisdom of place. 80, when one m~rmng she re• night or day be the more full of loveh- peared with her.
'l'hc traders subseThe euphorbia gum, a peculiar
her thirteen years; she only knew that ceived the news of her retirement from ncss. Besides the Dre flies a. fire beetle quently protested that they had no hand starch.
some mysterfous
commodity called active .b1;1siness,and was told-very ten• . -one of the Elytra-is n si'ngular insect in the matter and would have returned African resin is coming into extensive
"stocks''had suddenly become worthless, derly, 1t 1s tru~-that she must . prepare with a brilliant green phosphorescent the stowaways, only it was too much o{ usc as a substitute for, or adaition to,
bringing wreck and ruin to many; that f?r school ag_am, she took the 10forma- light proceeding from two round spots an undertaking to beat back aga.inst caoutchonc. whose quality is even
a great Somebody had gone abroad to t10n very qmetly, and aske~ leave to on the thorax, added to which, when wind and current when their voyage had claimed to be improved by mixture with
spend a furtune, while an army of small go out for a walk. Her request g-ranted, excited the insect has the power to already been unprofitably protracted. the cheaper gum.
In spite of the much-proclaimed danl\obodies were left penniless. Among she trotted down street, until she came emit a ;egular blaze of light from the :Kone of the runaways ever returned to
them her father, a gentle, dreamy man, to. the. fascinating window,. gay now segments of the abdomen,
of _such the island.
Perhaps they were not so gers from overwork, it is interesting to
who had someho,v fallen behind the with big r~ses nod starry narcissus. ~he brilliancy that one can read by its hght. much enamored of ocean solitudes as old read from the statistics of the Insane
ranks in the battle of life; he had been stood looking at the flowers for a mm• In Cuba Indies fasten these elytra as "Eli Jennings.
IIospital of Westboro thot ot 180 paforced to give up h-isstore, even his house ute or two, trying to regain her flutter- ornaments in their hair or let them :flash However, if there have been buant tients the alleg·ecl cause given for insanity
was
overwork in only nineteen instances,
ing breath; then walked boldly in to beneath the folds of the tulle dresses.spirits in this little community the
~1:r~.;t:te
~·N!~t.life Aag:;~ where stout Mr. Colby ~:tood bunching Nineteenth Century.
majority of the Jenning5 family and three male and sixteen female natients
thing for a man of middle age, even buds and blos:;oms into dinner favors.
being
atBicted from that cause. Proba-------their dependacts are patriotically fond
when aided by a wife who possessed the
"Well, :Miss Flora, have yon come to
Two Jamaica Fruits.
of their island home, and though those bly 10 per cent. is more than should be
New England quality we call "faculty,"
produced
in this age, when every man
help us along!" asked the florist, with a
The lime is one of the commonest of them that get the chnncc enjoy to the
and an ambitious little daughter who was paternal smile.
articles of domestic use among the natit'es full an occasional jaunt to Apia, which aud woman should understand the wear
burnmg to distinguish herself by her
"Oh, I wish I could!" her carefully of ,Jamaica. They use it a great deal in for them represents the great lmsy world to the brain of continual thought upon
usefulness. Advised by his clear-witted prepared speech slipping entirely out of cooking, in curries, with fish aud oysters, from which they live secluded, they one object, this being true "overwork.'
wife, instead of attempting business on a her mind, as such things hnvo an ex- and as an adjunct to turtle soup, also would none of them change Quiros
more ambitious scale. he had made a be- asperating habit of doing. "Mr. Colby, squeezed in the lint, tank water to dis- Island for the finest domain elsewhere.
"Give Him Jessy."
ginning by supplymg country produce do you-don't
you want a girl to sweep guise the taste. A cut lime is of~en put
The old ,Jennings died some years ago.
to his old customers.
up and stem flowers, and do little things on each washstand to take off stams, and His eldest son, a! has already been
The oriain of this phrase was discussed
Mollie P.ntered the house in rather a in the grccnhousei"
to rub the nails with, M its strong acid hinted, rules in his stead. He is a white in the n:w Jou1-nrit of .American Foth
9,epressed mood; lilies and roses seemed
"'Vcll, I don't know about wanting shrinks back the skin at the base of man. and has inherited the shrewdness Lore as follows:
'Wlien two American
further off than ever, and she took her any girl," answered Mr. Colby, with a them and is supposed to prevent hn.ng- of his father.
There was little of sen ti• boys are fightin~ together,and a. ~rowd is
mother's kiss of greeting rather sadly. comfortable chuckle, "but I think I nails.' The granadilla grows on a vine mcntahsm about Jennings' choice of his watching the mill, a spectator will often
Aftel' putting away her hat and coat, and want you. I've been watching you for of a coarse passion rlower. The fruit solitary island. He h11dmade money be- encourage one of the contestants by cryindulging in a slij:rht lunch -consisting a year past, and I like the way you skip weighs a.bout eight pounds, and is the fore he went there, and he turned his ing: '·Give him jessyl" In my own
of a cruller, two pickles, and an applein and out of the wagon. You look like size of a muskmelon-only
the seeds are sca•girt dominion to profit. Now bis boyhood the expression was too _fa.
ohe sat down to her books, attacking he business, and you seem fond of our line, eaten. They arc covered with a glutin- son follows in his footsteps.
miliar to seem worthy of note. Hearmg
algebra with a ''v)gor which seemed to so I'm ready enough to try you. Though ous sub-acid pulp, tasting a little like
The bounties of which nature in this it after many years, lt seemed a subject
regard each X • 8.nd Y as a peraonal I guess folks will think it queer at first, cat~wba grapes. It is served in glasses enchanting clime is so prolific are turned fit for inquiry. It appears certain that
enemy.
for there ien't another florist in towu with n. little sherry and sugar. The to good account. It may be doubted this phrase is a remnant of the days
Supper was rather a silent meal, for who employs girls."
rind when stewed with sugar and made whether there is a farm in all California when the Jang-uagc of falconry was faMr. Hamsden looked tired out, and Mrs.
"Oh, Mr. Colby I 1f I don't work and into pies. is a good imitation oi green that for the same scant acreage returns miliar among the youths as that of horse ..
Ramsden was usually a silent woman. do my be,t"-and
here Molly choked apple. The flower is a dull purplish so much as Quiros Island docs to the racing now is. The jess was a thong by
The meal was almost over, when Mr. down some hysterical tears. and turned red. A wild variety grows in the forest Jennings family. The whole community which the bird was atta.rhed to the wrist,
Ramsden said to his wife:
~ deep crimson with her mingled feel. called "Sweet Calnbnsh, ,, which is only probably does not exceed thirty souls, and when it retrieved badly it appears
"I'm afraid I shall have to get some rngs.
used to fatten pigs -Ne10
YQrk Observer. but they to hire no more laUor, nature to have been the custom to punish it
help pretty soon, for I can't do my out•
"Well, yon just talk it o.ver with
___
__,____
does so much for them, and what is made by the application of the th?ng. ~t is
of.town marketing and deliver orders to your folks, and if they ire willing, why,
"Miss, what is your exact age?" i is saved. Here are no attractive stores not unlikely that this convenient bit of
my customers, too. I must get some re- I auess they know l'd do the fair thing osked the lawyer.
"When I go out to lure the dollars out of one's pockets; leather may also have been used from
liable boy to drive out with the orders." bj 1ou,,, responded the ~tout fl~rist, ns with my pap~ I am fifteen years of age i no saloon or corner e;rocery to help a man time to time in arguments with boys.,,
l "That will be another expense," du- he impaled a poor rose with a piece of when I am with mamma, only twelve."
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A Rare Inducement.
Mother-I want you to bo good chilin the small hours of the mght, when he
dren
thb
week.
comfortably believed that no object was
Freddie-What
will you givo u1 If
within miles of his ship.
we are gooj.
If
you
are
right
good
you can look oo
Many Abandoned
Vessels Drirtin~
,,., SELEUT SIFTINGS.
when your father shaves himself Sundny
About on the Atlantic-A
Naval
morning.
-[Siftinft~
Derelict-A
Bi,: Buoy at Large.
A fathom is six feet,
A derelict, writes Lieutenant UnderThere are no frogs in Ireland.
.,rom &lie E.Jr:-Pre■tde•t of &he •ew Ya'l'II
wood, of the United States Navy, in the
The new French rifle will kill at two
Sc.at• Seaac.■•
Argonaut, is anything that has been
ST.&.n o• NIW ~K::'ii:~~~1,"'m:a.}
forsaken or abandoned, and, as applied miles.
to the sea, it is a vessel that has been lep~~~;ri~ ~;; ~e, of Scotland, died of m~h~;:~1f!~~c;![~~~~!!:~:~:
0
abandoned by her crew, and left floatThe Chinese make a sacred rite of truthtlllly say they are a valuable remedy and
ing on the ocean.
Derelicts are much more plentiful paying every cent they owe before be• eff~ct srea.t cures. I would not be without
than a casual observer would imagine. ginning
new year.
~~!~~~v:~
Besides ve"isels suuk near the coast in
There is a clump of thirty orange trees and they have tnvaria.blf afforded certain and
sufficiently shallow water to make their near
Lakeland, Fla., that yields annually apoe-dy relief. They cannot be too hl&'hly com~
protruding masts dangerous to passiug over 100,000 oranges.
mended.
En111usn L. P1'1"1'8.
1,hips, there were, on an average, sevenB~bylon was t~ken by the MedesJa nd
Ml1talce• in llfe are like mile-atones on the
teen floating derelicts in the Korth Atlantic reported to the Hydrographic Persians under Cyrus, and Belshazzar, • blgbwt.y-we can make no use ot them u.ntu
the King, was slain538 B. C.
I weareabrt:a9tofor tiassthem,
office for each month of the year 18:-sti.
After a hard fight a few days ago, near
A larger number of them was sighted
in the late fall, winter, and early spring Delta, N. Y., a rabbit prevented a crow
than during the other seasons of the from eating her little ones.
year, no doubt because there were then
In the reign of Ogyges, King of Attica,
more dangerous storms on the ocean. 1764 B. C., a deluge so inundated Attica
Some of these derelicts drift around, that it lay waste for nearly 200 years.
month after month, at the will of the
One of the wonders of Paris is a well
wind and current, and nre reported time 2350 feet, in depth. Hot water rushes
after time by passing vessels.
out of this well in a stream 114 feet
The most interesting wrec\:: that has high.
been reported for years is doubtless that
At Wallingford, Conn., a big pointer
of the derelict schooner Twenty-one
Friends.
She was abandoned on March dog was caught trying to bury alive his
rival-a
small spaniel-of
whom he was
O thoroughly cleanse and purify garments without injury, they
24, 1~85, about one hundred and sevenU~l~:~i~a~!£orts and truports eggs from the
teen miles east of Cape Henry. Being insanely jealous.
must be boiled to dissolve the oily exudations of the skin, and
The latest thing in envelopes is an
lumber-laden, she coutinucd to float.
loosen the dirt, when both can easily be removed by using a mild
Her masts were carried away close to the article which will turn black, blue and
deck, so that there was but little surface red when any inqmsitive person attempts
but effective soap like the "IVORY," 99
% (pure). Washing
ex posed to the wind, and her progress to open it by the UEe of steam or water.
Compounds and Soap recommended to be used in cold water, to
was almost entirely due to the current of
A Georgia man has a Plymouth Rock
the gulf stream. Her track across the chicken, astonishingly lively, which has
save labor, fuel, etc., are highly chemicalled, and are so strong that
Atlantic was directly in the route of the but one wing, the other side being as
they attack and destroy any fabric they are used on.
European steamers, by whom she was smooth as the breast of an ordinary
sighted many times, and whose captains bird.
doubtless grew to regard her as worse
The famous Chinese wall is said to
A WORD OF WARNING.
than twenty-one enemies! The last re- have been erected about 300 B. C. In
port received placed her about seventy 18i9 it was reported to be l 72~ miles
There are many white soaps, each represented to be II just as good as the' Ivory' i"
New York City receives 26 000 barrela o1
miles north of C:ipe Ortega}: Spain, on long, eighteen feet wide, fifteen feet
eggs every week.
they ARENOT,but like all counterfeits, lack the peculiar and remarkable qualities or
Derembcr 4, 1885. She W;.\S probably thick.
the genuine. Ask for II Ivory" Soap and insist upon getting it,
towed into some port by the Bay of BisIf all so-called remedies have failed Dr
The average growth of the beard h"" SaK"e'sCatarrh Remedy cures.
'
•
cay fishermen, who must have regarded
Copyright 1886, by Procter & G4m.bl"
her as a rich find. Dudng her long been computed to be six and one-half
Everything that ho.a11:fe
desires to prolong
cruise, she covered some three thousand inches each year. A man eighty years
three hundred miles, which made an of age, therefore, who has shaved It. ,..,e
la rown,
AXLE
~JON
Es
average of about four hundred and regularly all his life m,iy be said to
A!!I well as the handsome&t, and others a re r
!
lECE
T
th:,~.~.E
twenty-five miles of progress each have sacrificed to the razor about thirty. Invited to call on any druggist and get free a ■UT 11' T~
WO&LD
I
p
/"
L9o.t!a.
Jive feet of hair.
trial bottle of Kemp's Bo.ls um for the Throat I
~Get
tile i, 4 utne.
8ol4 ~ __ __ 1
lzH Lnen,, Bt«l
Bnrb~
arw
month.
_
Tan ....
The bark Rowland Hill was abandoned
An immense radish has been picked and Lungs, 6 remedy that is selling entirely I Totntrod11oe,wlll ,endoa.lror•r1e11dldt,2x%8lnch)8-Colorea
on February 27, and last reported on by Miss }!ary Lambert, of Island Lake, nponits merit&andh guaranteed to cure and I lfi~:e~-::n~~hur~~n'fr~~
..~~:nT ..
miTc&J,.~♦rir:,... ..
•
~;irt,•ifiaiit■'1~.
November 12, 1880; the derelict schoon- Fla. It weighed four pounds and was telleve all Chronic and .AcuteOoughs,.A..sthma,whh ha.Oak Frameborcltr ror :IOc. O•o.P.llocno11.Clncl11n•tl,O
BIJli:Q~KTON.,
N. a
er Ida 1<rancis zigzagged between Ber- six inches in diameter at the largest Bronchlti& nnd Consumption. Large bottles, Send io. tor Lb~ or Ca.mp.tao requWt111. '1:r.U•~ w.JIT...
muda and the coast of Florida for nine point. This radish was thirteen inches woentsa nd ll1:~-0~i1~·:1~~s~~~~l,~~l!~~l
,...n,T\
... or-..,n(:fOfw•::months; thr. schooner Levin S. Melson long in the body proper, while its tap
• 0 J!: ~hh•(T
Ri,:v .E n WEBCl't'n. .Pres I lliliWll1at ... 7tlttn5•INlatll,world.
EUll♦r H•. Coau,-0,1141
'
-'
•
'
'
'
•
.._.L
Taniu •-L
.6.~
Tau•.
00,..6.qiw~
lf&Ml-e
was wrecked on February 27, about one root was thirteen more, making twentyhundred and fifty miles cast of Cape six in all.
A.
PLEASANT
Ha.ttera~, and was last reported on
The American work of fiction that has
October~, 18~6, about two hundred and had the greatest sale is J\Irs. Stowe's
fifty miles south of Cape Hace, New- "Cncle Tom's Cabin." Next to it comes
foundland.
"The Lamplighter,"
a Boston schoolI
Each of these vessels was lumber- teacher's work, that has been throuah
laden; each has drifted hundreds of 200 editions of 1000 copies each. The
miles and been reported many times, and third book on the list of successes is
FULL STAFl!' O!'
one or all may be sighted again. A Halberton's "Helen's Babies."
number Of similar cases could be given
While the three-months-old infant ot
where derelicts have been reported 1tlrs.
Henry Crocker, livmg near Milwaumonth after mouth in the highways of
kee, was sleeping in its cradle, a large
commerce.
cat
jumped
into the latter and curied itf'og3 and icebergs are encountered
Many
CHRONIC
DISEASES
8ucup for a nap over the little one's
only at a. particular period of the year, self
cessf"ull:,Treated
without
a
face.
When
the child's grandmother,
and within certain limits of the ocean,
Personal
consultation.
but derelicts are liable fo be met any- who had fallen asleep while watching at
the crib, awoke, she found the baby
where or at any time.
smothered
to
death.
A ship striking one of these waterAccording to a writer in Blackwood's
logged wrecks "ould be apt to sustair
WEe:O~Y o:e ka;o;l:1t!in~~ 0th~e"~::~:;~ d~
about as much damage as if she ran upon Magadne the gypsies of Transylvania.
medicine, of well-establishedprinciples ot modern
a rock. An inhospitable coast is known teach young bears to dance by placincr
science. The moat ample resources for treating
them
on
heated
iron
plates
while
th%
at night by its lights, the presence of
lingering or chronic diseases, and the greatest
icebergs by the chill of the water lil their trainer plays on the fiddle. The bear,
skill, are thus placed within the easy reach or
vicinity; but during darkness or fogs lifting up its legs alternately to escape
invalids, however dist.ant they may reside. Write
there is nothing to indicate the presence the beat, involuntarily observes the time
and describe your symptoms, 1nclosing ten cents
marked by the violin, and eventually
of a. derelict.
in stamps, and a complete treatise, on your parSometimes, when it is found necessary learns to lift its legs whenever he hears
ticular disease, wi11 be sent you, with our opin•
to abandou a vessel, her Captain is the music.
INVALIDS'
HOTEL
AND
SURGICAL
INSTITUTE,
663Main
SI.,Buffalo,
N.Y. ion as to its nnturo and curability.
thoughtful enough to set her on fire.
Minnie Lewis, the six.year-old dauo-hSometimes, if the sea be smooth and the ter of William Lewis, living near But~r,
weather favorable, a Captain, on meet- Penn., went into a thicket to gather
ing one of these derelicts, will lower a wild flowers. While there she was atEpileptic
C:ouvulslous,
or l'lta, Paboat and send some of his crew to fire tacked by a black snake, which wound
NERVOUS
her, but this is also a rare occurrence.
itself around her neck and choked her
~tlf~{~'8 ,~rn~!~8l,' J~~~!i1:f!?~r 1,~!~fif;
Reports are occasionally received of to death. The snake was found in this
DISEASES.
te:ie{ft',n~~d tt,:;:;e~~~e/;S::t~~~v~:;;~g:e~
ships injured by striking wrecks 1 and position by a brother of the little girl,
tlon, are fi-eated by our specialists for tb<'se dis•
no doubt some of those that have left and was killed. It was eight feet in
eases with unusual success. See numerous cuscs reported in our
different
illustrated
pamphlets on ncryous dlicuses. any one of
port, and never been heard from after- length.
which will be sent for ten cents in postuge stamps, wbetl.request
ward, have been lost in iust this wav.
for them is accompanied with a st.atement of a case for consultation, so that we may know which one of our 'l·rcutises to send.
Perhaps the most novel derelict on A Scientific Description of Drowning.
We have a Special Department, devoted
record was that of the great raft which
"Bow do persons die from drown-it was attempted to tow round from the
DISEASES
OF ~~~~:l 11Et~r:~e~ni~~Yn~g 0 ~ur0~re=is"~
ingl"
asked
a
Health
Board
doctor
of
a
Canadian coast to New York some
Dyspepsia, "Liver Complaint,"
ObWOMEN.
:~th~re~~l l~t~~rc~~s11~cr:rg0~tt~~f,~~:n N!~
nato Constipation,
Chronic
Diarmonths ago. 'J'he attempt failed, and New York Tekgram reporter.
____
_. portn.nt ca8('8(and we get frw ,vlllch haye not
DISEASES
OF etl
"For want of air1"
rhea, Tapc•worm ■, and kindred affections, ,_
the great mass of logs was left to float
already baffledthe skill of nll the home physiclsns) have the benefit
a.re
among
those
chronic
diseD.sc8
1n
the
suc"No."
about directly in the path of vessels
DIGESTION.
cessful treatment of which our specialists have of a full Council of skilled spcc!nlist@. Rooms for ladies in the
"Give it up then, what is it¥"
attained great aucooes. Our Complete 'l;'reatise lnrnHds' Hotel and Surgical lnstitute nre very privnte. Send
coming intoNeW York. Fortunately,the
cents in stamps for our Complete Trcntioo on Discr1sesot
on Diseases of the Digestive Organs will be sent to any address ten
"I will tell you. After a person is
raft was speedily broken up, aud the
Women, illustrated with wood-cuts and colored plates (l&l pages).
on receipt of ten cents in postage stamps.
below
the
surface
long
enough,
he
fills
logs were scattered, and no serious
HERNIA<Ilrcc.cb), or R'l.iPTURE,
no
BRIGHT'S
DISEASE,
DIABETES,
and
of bow long etunding, or of wbnt si:r.e,
casualty is known to have occurred from his lung3 with water. rrhe first stage of
kindred maladios,ha.ve been very largely treated.
RADICAL
CUREmatter
deep inspiration lasts about ten seconds,
KIDNEY
is promptly and permuucntlt
4:!ured by
and cures effected in thousands of cases which
collisions with them.
had been pronounoed beyond hope. Theee disOFRUPTURE.
A word on the subject of buoys which followed by a reaction caused by the re~f18/i~c~oJi~~P'::.~~c;,_~~
1:::o~nf:~s~:::
DISEASES,
eases are readily diagnostlca.ted,or determined, ______
_. AbWildant references. Send ten cents for
have gone aclrift may not be amiss. sistance to the entrance of water into
by chemical analysis or tho mine without a our Illustrated Treatise.
the
bronchiales.
This
is
followed
by
While most buoys are small and insig8
0r8!1f;a~n:;!_~~e~tr~1~;n~e~!1/
l>~'!°e
a~
~ef:-ei~~~:~
PILES,
FISTULlE,
and
other
diseases
affecting
the lower
nifitant, a few are large and heavy. and arrest of respiration and loss of confhe study and practice of chemical analrs.i&and micro&eopical bowels, arc treated with wonderful aucceBS. 'l'he wo111tCtlBCEI ot
examination of the urine in our consideration of cases, with tl~d t~~o~ :r1ori1ii~!~~~d rf~1:t.1J~
might do considerable damage to a ship sciousness.,,
fifteen
to
twenty
days.
0
In a few seconds more he makes four
if run into at full speed.
~~~~~cef:~~gr~:s
i~t~c! °v~i°:i1fe~f:1el~~=
Organic weakness, nervous debHlty, premature
There is a small number of lighted, or five respiratory efforts and then dies.
1n diseases of the urinary organs.
decline of the manly powers, involuntary lossesl
whistling lm0ys, at important points on Immersion causes an immediate rise in
Tbeaodiseasesshould be treated only by a special~Ji~J!;:e~,Dl~cl~~~hof;-~n~-%k
ng:J~~YRil~b':irc:«~
ist thoroughly fnmillar with them, and who is eomour coast.
'fhe11.eare of mammoth size, the blood pressure with slowing of the
tiona arising from youthful indiscretions and per00
and act as beacon,;, and, at the same time, heart beats. The action of the heart reg~te~~~n=~~n
:.tTctxar:e cfl::S~n ::ad ::~:
nicious, solitary practices, are speedily, thoroughly
they give warning by the noise they mains slow but strong till death ensues.
and permanently cured.
~-;:Jf~IU
ca!1.x~~fu~o~ee;:ai&°ed
~~i:eri~l~~~~~ a;g 1i%ic~
We, many years ago, established a. Special Department for the
make. The whistle is automatic, and is The pressure gradually lessens, but rises
treatment of these diseases, under the mnnngemcnt of some of
sounded twenty or thirty time~ a minute just before death, to fall to zero immethe most skillful physicians and surgeons on our Statr, in order
c~!~~e 1~nc~~~~~f~~1~r~ii~~1:n:~o:Sf~~t1~1~!tf~;~
diately
afterward.
The
heart
continues
by the action of the sea.. ']'here is a
work on the nature and curabiUty of these me.ladies,written in a
advantages of 8
atylo to be easily understood, we hnve published a large, Illus- ~t ~lu:J:r o~Pf~~ tii°os¥6e~r!:if~n~~~C'~~~g~li~.
chamber into which gni:iis forced, and it to beat feebly for tweiity minutes in
trated Treatise on these diseases,which will be aent to any adWe olrer no apology for devoting so much
is lightc.:d by means of a lens lantern n.t some cases. The period of respiratory
dress on receipt of ten ~nts in post.agestamps.
to this neglected class of disenses.,
the top of the buoy. Ol course the gas resistance is therefort: due to the resp1r•
WEOFFERattention
believing that no condition of bumc.nJty ii
must be replenished at regular intervals. atory muscles, and not to spasms of the
too wretched to merit the sympathy and
APOLOGY.
best services of the noble profession to
One of these enormous buoys was driven glottis. An interesting stndy, you see,"
,_ ____
,. which we belong. Why any medica.1 man.
from its moorings off Cape Hatteras, in added the doctor, "but to appreciate
intent on doing good and alleviating suffering. should shun
December, 1S8,3, and, afte1· taking an full.\- the various ~ymptoms causod by
&ueb cn.scs,we cannot imagine. Why any one should consider
it otherwise than most honorable to cure the worst caaes of
involuntary journey of about twelve sudden immersion you, peLhaps, had
these d!ecases,we ennnot undcrstond ; and yet of all t~e other
hundred milea, it was, on the twenty- better experiment yourself."
maladies which afflict mankind there is probably none about
"Thanks."
which physicians in general practice know s~ little. We sbal.4
filth of the following )[ay,captured and
towed into Bermuda by au .Euglish
:rd~z;::~~. ~~~;a~t'y:18nn~cr~~1~?1;h
~p\i~!~tr~io 0~e ~J~e=
steamer. lt ·was in good condition, but
A blind boy was once asked the
from any of these dc-licatcdiseases.
evidences of its long tr1p were found in meaning of forgiveness.
After thinkCURED
ATHOME.
~{~s~ritat!~gc~:;:1t~~ ~e~~t~ ~~n:-heu
the large barns.des adhering to it. "\Vhen ing a few moments he replied: "It is
A Complete Treatise (188pages) on these delicate dJscase&
it started on this cruise the gas was soon the odor whiC'h the tram pied flower
eent ~Mlw. <n pl<ti11enrclope, 8eeure. fmm obseroaUon, on reecig'
exhausted, causing the light to become gives out to bles.s tile foot that crushes
0tt~1~f~itri~ ,~~!~fg·be
~~i~Jlr!~
1~!:r~~~~~~~e~t'ta~
extingl,},ished but doubtless tbe whistle it.)'
All letters of inquiry, or of consultation, should bt:!nddreSBedto
continued to pipe lustily with e~ery rise
It seems queer that the man who takes
and fall of the sea.
WORLD'S
DISPEHSARY
MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION,
Jma~!lne the dismay of some supersti-. life never has it after he takes it.
No. 1168 iu:atn s,.,.BI.IFJF.A.LO, y.N.
LIABILITY
OF VESSELS RUNNING
INTO OCEAN DERELICTS-
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PROSPECTUS.
THE

CANTON

Adeline born in 182.4,,died in 18:25.
Clarii-im A" born in 1827.

TELEPHONE

Orpheus, born in iS,g.
Lewis. born in 1831.
--AXDChester D., born in 1832.
THE DIXFIELD CITIZEN
Eliza A., born in 1835.
\Vm. H. H., born in 1840.
AREPUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
He was a captain in a Monmouth Co.,
Carrlnrr, Ilxfnrd &n .. Maine, of State Militia five years. He became a
member of Temple Lodge Free and Ac--BY-E. N. CARVER, EDITOR
& PROP1R.
cepted 1\fa!vm~ Feb. 21, 1821. He was a
member of the Grand Lodge of Maine.
Either_of tht.:~1b)1\'ep~1perswill ht! m:tikd to _any ...\Iler moving away from Monmouth he
~-~~\re,-;
111 tht: Umted States
or Canada, pmtp,J..ld, I becai:ne a member of Oriental St:tr Lorlge

ONLY $1.00

Gr:tce A. 1 born 1h 1870. David resided
in Boston many years.
He was not well
for many years and died Jan. 11 1888.
Lewis Holmes married Susan A. Collins of Blackstone, Mass., Nov. 1::i, 1863.
They had three children, only one of
them, Inez ?.I. being now living. Lewis
is a conductor on the New York & New
England R.R.
Jlc lives 111 \Villimantic,
Ct., and runs from that place to Boston.
Eliza A. llolrnes
married
:\1ulford
Young of East Harwich, )lass., Oct. 31,
1S61.
II. W. P.

A YEAR.

THERMOMETERS.

lhrsmms

Making Instruments for Determining the Temperature.

BREADPREPARATION,

THE

HEALTHFUL

The Largest Thermom9ter
That
W::is Ever Constructed.

.1\....~D NUTRITIOUS

"'fhc:-momcters 1"' repeated one of the
f,m:t kuowu mnutlfncturers
of thoie in•
teresting- !ostrumcnts to a reporter for
Restores to the flour the strength- the .New York :Mail and Expre~s, "I
giving phosphates that are removed elrn!l l,o very happy to tell you all I
with the bran, and which are requir- \tnow about them," ho continued, as he
g 1 <\ncod nt a mammoth one by hi3 sid.,
ed by the system. Xo other baking
w oso mercury had that moment atpowder does this. It costs less and t!Pned the appnlling record of 98 de•
is stronger and more wholesome than grec!;, and sccmc.4 about to climb up to
any other powder.
eow 16
the 100 mark, and then sad:
"T\lcre aro three kinds of thermom•
etcr-i.---thc Fahrenheit,
tbe Centigr..ido
and thf' R,>t:mor. AJ of these aro used
for t~e same rurpose and the on!y dif•
fr.:rence b~twecn thee lies !n !;he scale
DlXFH;LV,
Qf meusur1Jment.
Th~ Roemer instruOFFICE IX ll.\RLOW
BLOCK.
~ent fa u-.ed mostly i.1 Germany and
oth"r
natio!ls
on
the continent of Eu] laving recently opened new and con\·enicnt dental momi:.-1 as abo,·e, I hercbv :-opc, ~nd the Centigr:ide i:1 the imtru•
announce that I am prepan'd to do all ment urnd wholly by scientific men in
kind~ of dental work, and guarantee s:tti:,;but the Fahrenheit
faction in everv case. I solicit the palron- t!:::cir ei::peri:nonts,
a,fe of all i,1 n.,eed of work in mv line.
t~ermometer is practically the only ther•
0
,i-18
B. A. HW~\SE Y.
!tlc:neter know;_ in thi~ couutrv, and
~hen wo say 'It is 100 in the ;hade.'
we mean that tht> temperature is at 100
1IAJ:-,,E,
DIXFIELD,
degree1 Fuhronhe1t.
lln.nufactui·er of
0 Tho
th~rmome!er
i3 exceedingly
DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FF.AMESr.!ruplo in its construction,
consistinq
osly of the glass tube and the _mercury
CLAZED WINDOWS.
or alcohol iu the bulo at tho lower end.
All kind,;;,moulrlrcl :tnd phin fini~h.halU'-tt•r:-.. Xewt>Jl~. Br:l<'k('-t.::.&c.Ali;;.o<·l1a1n- There, is nothing- peculiar
in the mnnu•
hcr ant\ di11ing-roo1n fttr11ittn·r Cl1amh,~1 factr.re of the tube,
which is made of
:·'lf'ts and 1-<:x:tl•n.;;ion
Ta.hie~ a. specialty.
fne i:iot qln,s, anti. the process of blow•
Jobbing tlonc promptly.
fag th.} bulb for the reception of tho
m,;rcury is not difficult, althou~h it is a.
:::ice operation to make the size ol the
Lh·e, Energetic )Icn to Sell Fruit 'Trees, 'Lu:b propor:ionate to that of the tul::e.
Small Fruits, Roke Bushes and Shrub.-;. The orJinnry
mercury of commerce is
SALARY AND EXPE:-,,SES P,\ID.
State age and name 1eferences to insur~ t-!\on oour,.d in, the open end of the
a reply. Addre$S S. T. CAXXO~ & CO., t~be i•l cl~sed wHh the blew~ p~pc, tho
~lcntion this paper.
8t23 Augui-;ta, )fc. \':"hole is fitted t{• the scale and t..-1ether1'.Jl-Omet.c.:r
is r:omµlote. n
,JOIIN
C. l"i"\-VA!-!EY,
•'h mercury i.Jetter than alcohol to
indicate tho temperaturd''
CANTON,
.;!30th liquid~ serve tho purpogo
34,1a\1y ""-"Oil, but mercury is really
bci:.-e.. in thnt it respontl:i more readily
:Q- expau-.iou
or contraction
from tho
oui.,.ide temperature.
:l\I:-rcury ii very
,en:,itiTe, whi.e alcohol is more slu;s-!•:i:t
in it:; actio:1 and cannot,
therefo:r" be used for fine exncrim· ts; hut
ct aboc.t tho human body and its curious 0~!I.
in th•) colde'!t cli:nates mercury cuanot
Roto life
hiaU/1 «11:&L,d!M!tUe tndlil'o!J.
ll<no
1gnonuv.e <md indt9crakin.
be used oecnur;e it w1'.l frecz1 and be•
Dow
to au fomu, of diaita8e.
Dow
Rupture, Phim.oll-8. tic ..,
®me
soli<ldbd on. reachiu~ a cert\in
Sl<M
ge~IUWe_priubalA~

at Livermore Corner.
Whether he took
Brace Up.
demit and joined King ITirnm Lodge at
You are feeling depre$sed 1 your appetite
Dixfield, I am not able to say 1 but that he is poor, you arc bothered with Headache,
:ln~~~~'rs·~~l~fr,ttt,;~~n~:~~~{P~vf:~dti~~/t:·;~l~i;
often \'isitcd Blazing Star Lodge at 1Icx- you are ficl~cttx, nervou~. and gcncrall.}
out of sorts, anti want to brace up. Bract.!
expirt!s,
ico I do know, a1,d that he was :t \\.·ell- up, but not with stimulants, ~pring mediA(Mrcs;:.all hu'-iness communications for either rnformed, true, zealous ::\Jason until the cines, or bitteri-, which have for their ha~is
T1::LEPnoN&
or C1T1zE:-.,
to
call was made for him to leave the Fra- very cheap 1 bad ·whiskey, and which istim.
E. ~- CARVER,
Puu'R, Canton, ::\le.
tcrn.ity and his brothers here and join uhtte JOl, for au hour, and then leave you
in worse condition than before. ,vhat
those ''gone before/'
in the Celestial
EARLYRESIDENTS
OFDIXFIELD. Lodge above. In 1837 he bought a farm you want is an allerative that will purif)
~your blood, !.tart healthy action of Livc1
in Peru of Jame._ Lunt; he moved there in and Kidneys, restore your vitality,and give
Such a
t838. Soon after he became a resident of renewed health and strength.
SA~IUEL HOLMES.
medicine you will find in Electric Bitter:-;,
that town he was chosen selectman and and only ,Socent~ a bottle at Xathan llc_rSamuel Holmes Sr. the fa th cr of th c for several years held offict! in that town. nol<ls' Drug Store 1 Canton, lllaine.
(3)
t-ubjcct of this sketch, ·wa5 born in Ply- fn 18.10 Gov. Kent commi%ioned him Ju~mouth, l\fas!:i., in the year r768. Septem- tice of the Peace.
He !-.erved two term._
A St:GGF.STIO:X.
her ::i9, Ij9l,
he married ::\Iary Bryant. a!"-i county commi.ssioner of Oxford Co. his
A pretty and aesthetic wa_y of lighting
They had two daughteri-, Eliza a nd Mary.· ai;sociates being :\Ir. Kaye:; of Xorwav,
the tea-table, is to suspend a japanese parThe second ,-vife of Samuel Holmes Sr. and '.\fr. Gibson of Bro,..,·nfield.
asol
from the ceiling the full length of the
was il-lary Orcutt, daughter of Xath 1 l and
March 14 , t8.t8, hi-; wife died. Sept. 17 ,
handle.
About the handle arrange tin
:.\lary (Leonard)
Orcutt of Briclgw:1ter,
of th:tt year he ma.rrie<l - anc_v B. ,daughter sockets. to hold a half dozen wax candles.
}\l.u;s. '!'he fruih; pf this marriage "·ere
of James and 11ary (Coolidge) Lunt of in !:ittCha way that the spread of the paratwo children, Salome who died when fh•e
Peru. The children of this marriage were sol will hide them from the view of those
year$ old and Samuel Holmes Jr. the F-ubXanc_y II., born in 18+8; Jame!:i L., born sitting at the table. This is a very cheap
ject of this sketch. His mother died
in 18.)t; Orpheu'-, born in 1853 i and Dor- and pretty 1-ubstitutc> for a chandelier,
when he was six. months old. His father
cas, born in 1S.)6. Ilis son Orpheus, hy and shed-; a i-oft and ag1·eeahle light,
married a third time to Et::ither, daughter
hi!. fin;t wife, who ,,..as n. conductor on th~ through the tinted paper.
of)Iosei:; Bissell, of \Vinsor, Ct.
Soon
Norfork Co., (:\fass. 1 ) R. n. was instantafter his second marriage he moved to
I
ly killed near Blackstone, :\[ass., un the
TheirBnsineesBooming.
Amherst, i\la!-.l:i,
In 1&>2 )Ir. Holmes
26 of June, 18s:!. \Vm. H. II. died at the
Prohablv
110
one
thing
has
C.'l.tto:edsuch
moYed to Bo!.ton and lived (probably) on
home of his brother-in-la,v
Rev. S. B. a genL'rnl i-eviv:d of trade at ~. Reynolds'
Brighton Street, where Samuel Jr. attendCha1-e, in Strong, ~[e .. Dec. 14, 185S. ln Drng- Store as their gfrin_g away to their
ed school. ,vhen he was 8 years old he
1862 two of hi-o youne-er children died of t'U!.tomers of so man\' free trial bottles of
D.t. Kin.t(s !'\cw DisCovery for Conf-umpwent with his father and step-mother to
diphtheria, v1:r.. Orpneu~ and )fancy II. Lion. Their trade is simply enormous in
Bridgwater, to visit rdatives.
He did not
Dorc.'\i; died in 1S56 aged lt:,;.:5 than two thi:-. vcrv ,·alun.hle article from the fact
return to Boston, but rem:tined at Bridgmonths.
:\Iary Elizebelh died Feb. 27, that it afwa\'s cures ami ne,·er disappoinb.
water,
with his grandmother
Orcutt.
Coughs,
Cold~, Asthma,
Bro~chiti-;,
1S63. Che,.ter D. died Dec. 4, 1856.
Croup, and all throat and lung dl!•eases
,vhile with his grandparents
his stepXov. 2, 186~. :\Ir. Holmes' second wife quickly cured. You can test it before !}Hymother died.
died. In the :--pring of 1869 he sold hiis ing h_r getting a trial bottle frl!e, large
,Two Uncles of his were Leonard and
(3)
farm in Pern to Seth Babb. who continuei; nizc $1. Every bottle warranted.
Josiah Orcutt.
About 1&>8,Leonard mo\·•
to live on it at this time. After the death
ed with his family to \\'inthrop,
l\le.
C.\10> OF T11.,~Ks.-The
undersigned
of his wife and the sale of his farm Mr. H.
Not far from 1810 Josiah moved to Monboarded with :\-Jr. Babb about a year, and wish to expre:ss their hearty thanks and
mouth, l\Ie. Samuel Sr. ,vould not :tllow
~ratitude
to
the
neighbors
and
friend-; \\·ho
then for sometime with Onillc Robint,on.
Samuel Jr. to go to 'Maine with his Uncle
Dec. z,1,1S70, Mr. H.again marriecl 1 hi.; wife have rendered so much aid and shown
i-;ohe returned to Boston, and lived with
being >fr:--. Rebecca Hall of Peru. About -..nnpathy during- the months of sickne!-S
his father who at that time lh·ed on Union
the fir,-t of Jan. 1S71, ha,·in~ p:.ircha!-;ed of a~d suff~ring of their little boy, Leon,who
St., :111dwho had again married-widow
Stephen E. Griffith that stand known as has pas:--cd beyond this vale of pa.in and
Abigail Davis.
He attended school on
the parsonag-e, they moved to the ,·illag-e tear-;. Al1:-othe friend~ who ha"e liberally
Harvard St.,~at thi,;; period of hi!-ilife and
and occupied that house until the death of contributed financial aid during a trying
attended church where he heard Rev. John
period, will alway~ be grateftilly remem:\-Ir. II., which occured Feb. ::::5,1SS2.
)lunay preach.
His father had worked
A. A. E.,sT'.\I.\X.
)fr. JI. wa~ a member of the Lcg-i,,.Jature bi.:rcd.
at the trade of a carpenter in CharlCl'\tOn,
HELEX A. E.\ST\I.\X.
of _:\.fainc the winter of 185S. lie was for
S. C.
He c:tmc back to Bo~ton put what
East Peru. At~g. 6 1 1SSS.
the tl!rm of 40 years connected with th~
property he had into a \'e~sal, bound for
~Ionmouth .:\Iutual Fire In$;urance Co.,
Send TBNCENTS for new book,
Charleston, intending to go into trade
poir.t.''
Bucklen'sArnie,-Salve.
continuing with it in one or another capacMEDI<ML SENS:E
when he arrived there.
The ves-..al was
T1rn Bi-:sT S \L\'6: in the world for Cuts,
""Whflt is the unit of measure 1n dcity until within hvoycars of hi.-; death.
AND
NONSENSB.
Bruise:--, Sor~s, Ulcers. Salt Rheum, Fcn\r
wrecked and he lost alt of his property.
~rminiug tho scale?'
James I.... the youn,:;est Ron of :\Ir, II. 1 Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hand~, Chilhl:iin.'A melange of wit and wlA(tc,m,
Samuel Jr. de~ired to go with hiti father to
96 pagee, he.trot themglvento
••Tho fret zing poIDt is tl.
unit o[
went to Farmington, ;\linn., and engaged Corns and all Skin Eruptions. and posinewly illustrated
modlca.l
Charleston, but instead of going w~nt
It
by . .i1sertmg
''chestnuts"andDoctor11Droll m~a1:.ure and is obtained
in teaching; l:tter eng,lged in trade ai-; a tively cures Pih.;,;, or no pay required.
Jokes:
"not
too
phunuy
but
bar.:k to live with his grrtndparenti-;. Ilis
i:--gtiaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
the bulb i-1 a quantity of broken k~l',
nst phonny enough" to curo
drug~ist.
Aug. 29, 1S76, he was married or money refunded.
Price :!5 cents per
er torpor and melancholy.
grandmother died-he
returned to Bos.2uJ tl1e r ..st vf the scale is then taken
at Adrian, :\1ich., to 1lii;f. Della Foot•~ of box. For Sale By ),;°athan Reynolds, DrugTUY TR& LAUGH CURB,
ton-his step-mother had learned the fact
from tho stnndurc.l thermometer,
which
y51
llurraynm Pub, Oo., 129 E. 28th Bl,, !'(, Y,
that pl.tee.
~Ir. l!olmeo attended the gist, Canton, l\le.
of her husband's loss. In theirstraightenhas becu paswl
unon by the Sm1thsowe<lding, after it went to :\Iinn., :rnd on
1'd circum!-.tances she did not know what
CONTRIBUI'ORS'
MEETING.
hu»·c,volutu
niwlthownd,l
,lu,,
uia2 Institute :i.t \Va~hiogtoo.
his return paid a \·i,;it to the city of Philm;.r tnc la~t half ccnti1rv.
;,,;ut
to do with Samuel, and he said, "l will
lt:a&t :nnon~
the wnnllcrs nt
adelphia and tht! ··Centennial.''
•"There i, ~till anothJr kind of therThe corn•!-pondf'ntr;; and contributor~ of
prn~e:,:,; is n m ..·thnd and "-\"!<tern of\\Ork
g-o and lift! with Uncle Leonard Orcutt."
Jamei-, L. before hi:!h1.d bce· 1 married a the c.,~-ru::-. TELEl'IIO~E and DIXl"IELU invcntiv•
:no>:"t<'r, which is ur;ed by physicians
that can be pl rformcd :ill o,·cr the c, ;uutrv wilhout
,;epar.1ti11g Lhe workcr,1 from thdr honH·,;;.
P.1y
In the month of December he sHrted from year, wa~ forced to give up busines!-. hy
of tho
C1TIZE:'\, and all at pre~ent or in thl~ past lihcral: ;lll\' one can do tht" work; either i-c..:, young in determining the tcmpcrnture
Bo!-.ton and sailed to Bath, )lainc.
At Poor health. In the winter of ISiS his
tho clinical thermometer.
connected with the publication
of the
1rt~~il}~/ct!;;·~;is~~~r~:;~~~~~ !Jody, ca:led
,~~~ :~~~i~\
Bath ht: found a man coming to Lisbon father and (:-;tcp) mother were at Farming- above papers, are cordialls invited to as- ~:c<l~~;turn to 'u·:sand w~ will ,-;end you free, something of This is a:.1exceedingly
delicate
iostruand with him came to Lisbon Corner,payton, and in l''eb. returned to Dixfield
0
1
semble at Lake Anasagunticook
grove, ~~~:Lf ti
h\~hr,~:w1cbri~
i!!\::,\,:"ci
:~!~~:~~~ ment, for tLe Uor;::b:-1.sto be very mi•
ing for his ride all the monc.v he had. Be brincrin•" thei1· :--ickson.his\\ ifc and child, near
Canton
\'illage,
on Saturday,
1
nute in or,-Icr that the mercury may ret~t~~d•~;~-;~!:/i:~:~
to~~\:·/~~:~
i.t{f~;'~1;:
remained O\'erni.ghtand till breakfa.st with: (S:u;uel Everett) born in 1 s7ii with them
August 18th, 1888, for a basket picspond as quickly as ros:3ible when apa 7'-lr. and )fn;. Small who gave him the l Thin sun lived until )fay 1S, 1878.
nic
meeting.
Program:
Roll-call
picnic
pl:\od to tho patient.''
entertainment.
He then str.rted for hi-..
C:1ptain Holmes was extcni,;ively known. dinner, short speeches, general sociabilit)
"VVhy i:, it that different thermomellncle's-who
lived in the fir~t houne
DF.Al.ER
l~
Ar~L
Kl~DS
OF
Ilis business as insurance agent brought Approach the grove by team, or leave
ters under, apparently, tho same con di•
:\cros!- the line between 1\lonrnouth and
him in contact and g:l,,e him an acquaint- Canton on the 9.10 A. :\t. train, returning
~ions, register different degrees of tem,vinthrop in the town Jaf:;t named. The
ance with many people. The interest he at 4.25 P. ,1. Round trip 15 cts.
peratureJ'
distance was 15 miles. Ile carried a bunmanfcsted in i'lla!ionry continued to the
PER ORDER ExECt1Tn·1~ Co\l.
Curhincr, Ptc. Al:c-:o:lll kind~ of'Marhlc
'"Thermometers
are very much like
dle in one hand, a trunk in the other-Ile
enc.l of his life. lie was present at many
\Vork fm~1h-he:.l to ordPr. T,owcst pri<:cs
found hb Uncle Josiah at Leonard's and
watches.
A cheap watch may b-0a
l)O!-.l-ihlefor g-ootl work. Andover, Mr.
a brother's foneral. Portly and of fim,
rode home with him on horse back. He
good timekeeper, but the cha.ncos nre
step, he "a" a noticeable figure in all
Sl·a \\"ondt.:rsexist in thousands nfforms, Against it; and so a cheap thermometer
remained with his Uncle four years, then
procession;,,. Ile was a Repub:ican
in
h;1tarc i:.nrpas1<1:dby t~c m::uve!scf i~, l'II
he went to work for James Lambert of
ChildrenCryfor Pitcher'sCastoria.
like those u~ually sold in stores may ho
tion. Those who are in nt:cd ol proht,1hlc
politics, and loyal to country and his parW(>rkthat t·,111 he done wliilc li·.in~ at homc Fhould
\Vinthrop, remaining with him two year~.
perfect in its way, while an.tt O!H:I!. ~1ul tht·ir :ld,lre~s to Jlalktt
& Co., P1>rt- tihsoluttly
ty to the end. He was an old·tirne genlantl, ,t1im. and rc-ccivcfree, full informationhow other
He then worked a year for ~fajor \Vood.
may be uttc..rly worthless;
and
tleman and alwa rs had hosts of friends.
either ex, nf: II :ig-c:--,c.rn c:1rn from $5 to $J5 per
When Ba.by was sick, we gave her Castori&.
Then went back to his Uncle Josiah' .
day ,tnd 11pw~rd~ wherever they Ji· c. You,irt-startcd
most of theso poor goods come from
CmLDRi:., .\:-;-D GR,\XD CHILDREN OF
When she was a. Child, she cried for Ca.storia., frt'<', Capital not rcqui-r<!,I. :-.omc han• m.1de over
In 18q Josiah was drafted and Samu(.!]
turn them out by tho
$50 in a 1,ini::-Ieday at thi,, work. All :;nccced.1y51 concerns which
C.\PT.
SA"\1l:F,L lIOL'.\lES.
Wlwn she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.,
went to \var as his substitute.
Ik: w1.s
buuJrcd.s <lttily, al'.ld it h unnecessary
When she had Children, she sa.ve them Ca.storia.
then 17 years old-Ile served in the armv
Samuel L. Holmes married Louisa T.
? to sny that a good article cannot be
q. days. lie messed with J. T. Rich:-i.rd- Paige of Oldtown, Me., Dec. 27, 1S+9.
He sure you buy your Paris Green in made in Euch a wholesale way."
son, Amaf.a Tinkham, Samuel King-, \Vm. Their children wer<?Leonard S., born in
"'Vhot is the largest thermometer
Tin Boxes at
24tf
At Low Prices,at
Richardson, Peter Blaisdell and Daniel 1S50; Edward C., born in Oct. 18_;~,who
Ri-.:.\":XOLDs'
DRl"G STORE,
C;rnton.
Tckphonc
Offici:
cTer ma.nufocturctl ?''
Lothrop. Jr. lle was a member of Capt. lived only 3 years; Edward C., born Dec.
•'Tho largest thermometer I cTer saw
1\Ioscn Boynton's Co., in the Rcg-'t. com- 7, 1856. 1k is now engaged a:-- clerk for
was nine feet long, and was on exbibi•
manded by Col. \Valter Blaisdell of Lcw- a lumbt::r Co. and live!'; at Stillwater,
tion in one of the foirs of tho American
isto~, ,vhen mustered out of service he re- ~!inn.
Ilis wife Loui,;a died at 11inInstitute thirtJ or forty years ago in.
turned to hi._ Uncle's.
n.:apolis, June :!5, 1SSo. Their 1,on LeonCastle Guden; but I havc no itlea what
:\farch, rS,S, he went to :\lass., lo -o~e ard S. m,1nie-d Jennie Da"·is of Oakland,
has bccomc of it.''
his falh r whom he had not se('l1 for more Cal., in :\by 187_;;. She dic:d in 1SS2,
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,ban 7 yeari,:, and also to visit other n:hive-... Ile walked from :\fonmouth
to
Bo--ton. to Bridgwate1·. Plympton
r.nd
Plnnouth, and back to Boston again.frum
"i1ich city he returned by \'ei-sel to Portland, :rnd thcm:1.: to ~lonmouth :tgain on
foot. llc then bought a farm.
:\larch -1, 1819, he married Clarissa .\.
d:n1ghter of David and )fary ~\V:tdkigh;
\I n,,ton. 1k li\'cd in :\Ion mouth until
1S38. The children of this marriage \\'L'l'L'
ten in number.
:-3amuel L., born in 1820.
Mary E., born in 18:!1,
Jhvid P. born in 18 13.

leaving three children.
.:\IarJ E. llolmt!s married Rev. Seth B.
Chase, Jan. 3,.;, 1S.H; .:\Iary E. born in
1:::>,.:;1
i Clara L. born in 1857, and Etta ll.,
born in 1Sfi1.
Abby A. married John \V.
Starkweather of lfartl0rd, Conn, in n~ov.
187v. They have four children.
:\.Iary E.
Chase married Henry Ladd of Tolland,
Ct., Tl1ey now li\'e in So. Manchester.
Ct., :u1d h:tvl! one child. Clar,t L. Ch:l~e
is;\ type writer in Springfield,
ii.ts:;,
E'tta I I. Chase is :l teacher in Ct.,
Davit! P. Uolmes married Jerusha :\-Iorse
ofDixfidd,Aug.
16 1856. Their children,
Clrnrlc,-, O., born in 1858, died in 1865;

A. S. SH.AW & CO.,
~till Paddle their own Canoe .

l'ractice Makes Perfect.
:Miss Ctarn (:it tho EC l ~horc):
How
gracefully you;,i;'.{ )fr. n~ Lyle handles
tho ribbons when driving, doesn't he?
Miss J~nnic:
He ou;ht to, my dear;
ho has cbar_!te of that dep:trtmcnt
at
Silk & S.ltia's, you know. ---[Life.

Onr
Stock
istheLar[est,
Onr
Styles
aretheLatest,
Our
Prices
aretheLowest.
You will always finu everything
Linc at our Store.

.A.

s. SHA

you want in the Shoe

'\V k C:O., Canton, Maine.

.Almost. Another Eu:;agemcnt.
Hill: So rtli.is G:1d dJ.Jut is engaged.
Jove 1 she's been cnga.Jc<l to every fool
ia the place, I think.
Who's the last
idiot sho booked!

Jinks: }Iy;olfl-[Lifo.
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